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Abstract
Recommender systems are popular personalisation tools to assist users in finding relevant
information based on the preferences maintained in their respective profiles. User profiles
play an important role in the success of the recommendation process since the profiles
represent the users’ information needs. Therefore, every recommender system needs to
develop or maintain a profile or model of user preferences in order to identify the needs of
an individual user. The accuracy of each user profile affects the performance of the entire
recommender system.
The explosive growth of the Internet has increased the volume and complexity of
information. Users are faced with a variety and vagueness of information before they
can isolate the content that fits their needs. Consequently, they are often uncertain re-
garding their information needs or do not know how to describe what they want. The
most challenging task involved in building personalised recommendations is acquiring
information on user needs and preferences when there is limited information about users.
These problems make it difficult to profile users accurately with a view toward making
quality recommendations.
The practice of building an item taxonomy can be used to obtain more information
about each user and the relevance of each item to other users. Such information may also
assist in determining users’ preferences. Item taxonomy information is based on a set of
categories or topics that can be used to classify and describe items in a hierarchical struc-
ture, from coarse-grained classes to fine-grained classes. However, using that taxonomy
to identify each user’s correct information needs is still a challenging task because of the
complex relationship among concepts, items, and users.
iii
In light of these challenges, this thesis proposes a new method for using taxon-
omy information to describe uncertain knowledge about a user’s information needs or
preferences in more detail. The proposed structure takes the form of a two-dimensional
hierarchy that can represent both user profiles as a user concept hierarchy and items as
an item concept hierarchy. It will significantly enhance the performance of personalised
recommendations and will also offer an alternative solution to the cold-start problem.
Additionally, this thesis develops a recommender algorithm based on a language model
to allow the proposed structure to be implemented. The language model is applied to
facilitate an understanding of how items are likely to generate what the user wants. The
proposed approaches are evaluated using standard Amazon.com book and music datasets,
and experimental results demonstrate that the approaches described in the proposed model
outperform related baseline models.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW AND MOTIVATIONS
In recent years, the explosive growth of the Internet has increased the volume and com-
plexity of information. Consequently, users are faced with a variety of information before
they can isolate the content that fits their needs. There are numerous options to consider,
and it often takes considerable time to find the right information. The best solution to
this problem is to use intelligent information systems to find and filter out unwanted
information. Recommender systems are popular applications in Information Filtering (IF)
and Information Retrieval (IR) systems because the suggestions they make assist users in
seeking information [12]. Recommender systems provide easily accessible, high-quality
recommendations to support users in their decision making, while simultaneously dealing
with information overload. Recommender systems have been adopted widely by many
e-commerce sites, e.g., Amazon, Netflix, Yahoo, and LinkedIn, to provide personalised
services and products to customers.
Potentially, there are several ways in which recommender systems can be studied
and improved upon, including developing new algorithms for making recommendations,
utilising additional information sources to support user profiling and recommendation
processes, improving recommendation problems such as information overload, and ad-
dressing other problems such as sparsity, cold-start, and scalability [67, 71, 111, 121].
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Essentially, recommender systems can be seen as personalised information-filtering ap-
plications. The potential of personalisation lies in its ability to tailor information and
present it to each individual user based on knowledge about his or her preferences and
behaviour [34]. In the long run, this is likely to lead to improved customer satisfaction
and higher profits [17].
The most fundamental step in creating a personalised recommendation is acquiring
and learning user preferences [105]. Therefore, to provide users with the specific infor-
mation that will satisfy their requirements, every recommender system needs to build a
user profile or a model of user preferences to identify the needs of individual users [48].
In theory, the more accurate each user profile is, the more effective the recommendations
will be. However, in the real world, interpreting various information about users or their
interests involves fuzzy information or knowledge. Fuzzy knowledge can be defined as
information or concepts that are vague, imprecise, uncertain, or ambiguous in nature [21].
For example, the concepts young, high, tall, good, cold and interesting are fuzzy; in
other words, there is no single value that represents these concepts specifically. A further
example is the concept ‘fast’, which is described by the fuzzy concept of speed. The
problem here is that some define fast as 180 kmh whereas others might define it as 120
kmh; in other words, the concept ‘fast’ has unclear boundaries. This makes it difficult
for users to identify the right information for their needs, and can reduce the quality of
recommendations when users are confronted with uncertain information needs or do not
know how to describe exactly what they want.
The challenge of making personalised recommendations is determining how to ac-
quire user preferences or needs effectively. When there is limited information about new
users this is called the cold-start problem. For example, a new Netflix user may only
have rated a small number of items. With only a few ratings, it is very hard to find what
the user wants [19, 102]. This problem makes it difficult to profile users accurately and
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to make quality recommendations. Various approaches to solve this challenging issue
have been developed, such as discovering user preferences from interactions between
users and items [7], maintaining a profile or a model of user preferences in order to
identify the needs of an individual user [48], or using additional information about users
(e.g., gender, age and geographical location) and items (e.g., genres, product categories,
keywords, and product descriptions) to enhance the performance of recommender systems
[32, 55, 75, 85]. However, it is very hard to find a suitable solution for the cold-start
problem.
To address these recommendation-making problems, however, taxonomy informa-
tion should also be exploited. Taxonomy information is another popular textual source
of information and provides an alternative data source for learning user preferences [67].
In essence, an item taxonomy describes or classifies items according to sets of categories
or topics; in other words, it is a set of topics that is designed by website experts or web
managers based on their personal experience [46, 67]. Item taxonomies are used widely
on e-commerce sites such as Amazon.com (http://www.amazon.com). Many different re-
lationships between items are indicated by the item taxonomies, and this data is exploited
to help users find their preferred products or items quickly and easily [46]. Taxonomies
are commonly available for many domains, such as product categories and price attributes
[4].
One of the main advantages of item taxonomy is that topic correlations within item
taxonomies represent a hierarchical relationship between topics. There are also other
advantages, including implicit feedback data, standard vocabularies, and the fact that a
taxonomy is not vague and can be controlled by experts [67]. In addition, a taxonomy
hierarchical structure can reflect user preferences from general topics, at the root nodes,
to specific topics at the leaf nodes [52]. This enables user preferences in the items to be
linked with taxonomic item information. In short, information on a user and his or her
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preferences can be learned from the item taxonomy information.
Recently, the leverage of item taxonomy information in recommender systems has
been an increasingly popular focus of scholarly research. Some studies recommended the
use of implicit item ratings and item taxonomy information to capture user preferences
for solving the cold-start issue [4, 54, 73, 79, 111, 118, 121]. These studies provided
techniques to represent items in terms of concepts or concept weight vectors. Research
in this area has been driven largely by Ziegler et al. [121] and Weng et al. [111]. The
researchers’ approach is to alleviate the recommendation problem when user ratings are
sparse and to enhance the performance of recommendations. Put simply, the recommen-
dation method aims to exploit the relationship between users’ item preferences and the
taxonomic categories of the item. User ratings data can also be used to compute and
capture users’ preferences in a hierarchical ontology. The advantage of this approach is
that it recommends items based on the importance of topics rather than explicit item
ratings. However, they do not offer an effective way to represent or summarise this
knowledge based on only a few rated items.
The effectiveness of recommendations can be improved in many different ways
using machine learning techniques, data mining, approximation theories, and artificial
intelligence. Many studies utilise a content-based filtering technique and the contents of
items to solve the cold-start problem and enhance the performance of recommendations.
In content-based filtering, recommendations are made by extracting the content of the
items in which users have previously shown an interest. The system recommends new
items that are similar to the users’ preferred content patterns. However, content-based
filtering approaches are based solely on item content and are not capable of profiling
users [80, 110, 117]. Content-based approaches still have limitations in terms of new
users, over-specialisation and restricted content analysis. Using content-based techniques
and item taxonomy information to capture user preferences for items is still a challenging
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task in the field of recommender systems, and needs to be explored further.
The main objective of this research is to enhance approaches for making person-
alised recommendations. The research provides an effective way to summarise the useful
knowledge based on user ratings of only a few items, which makes a significant contri-
bution to the cold-start problem and situations when users are confronted with uncertain
information needs. This study focuses on using taxonomy information as domain-specific
knowledge and explores how to exploit the relationship between users and items according
to the set of taxonomic categories utilised by the user, and relate them to the item. The
purpose of this task is to obtain the user’s needs or preferences and to profile users
accurately. Furthermore, the study introduces a new way of representing user profiles
and item descriptions in a meaningful way in the concept hierarchy.
1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEMS
Most research involving recommender systems and information retrieval (IR) has fo-
cussed on achieving accuracy in the retrieval of the most relevant items or documents that
match the needs or personal interests of an individual user. Personal information about
the user is important for personalised recommendation-making. Typically, users’ ratings
data is widely used to capture their preferences. Based on the cold-start problem, the
recommender system cannot draw any relation between users and items if few ratings exist
in the system, or if the user’s personal data is difficult to obtain. This problem impacts the
effectiveness of the recommendation-making. Many personalised recommender systems
have to contend with having insufficient personal data to generate accurate recommenda-
tions, and the cold-start problem is one of the main limitations of recommender systems
[19, 48, 76, 102, 111].
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In addition to the cold-start problem, a further issue is how to help users filter fuzzy
information in order to identify information that correctly matches their needs. In order to
generate personalised recommendations, other user data sources and new approaches to
obtain user preferences need to be explored. Many previous studies have tried to develop
new strategies to make better recommendations by utilising the limited available user
information, as well as other information sources regarding item content such as item
taxonomy information [4, 33, 54, 67, 71, 77, 79, 111, 118, 120]. Although content-
based approaches are beneficial in improving the performance of recommender systems,
a more pressing question remains: how can we utilise the existing user information
sources to improve the quality of recommendations and solve these recommendation-
making problems?
The primary goal of this thesis is to explore how item taxonomy information can be
used to identify user informational needs or interests to support user profiling. A further
goal is to devise an alternative solution to the cold-start problem and to dealing with
uncertain information. The thesis also explores effective approaches regarding the use of
item taxonomy information to improve the performance of making recommendations.
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In order to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of recommendations, the primary
research objectives of the thesis are as follows:
Objective 1: Utilise additional information regarding item taxonomy to support user
profiling and address personalised recommendation problems.
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Item taxonomy information provides content information and other user informa-
tion sources that can help in learning user preferences. The idea here is to investi-
gate how to use item taxonomy information to obtain user preferences accurately,
in cases where users are faced with uncertain information and there is limited
information available on new users. In essence, the goal is to develop an effective
approach that can identify these users’ accurately in a new structure as a concept
hierarchy. Accordingly, a new user profiling approach based on item taxonomy is
developed and designed to support user profiling and provide an alternative solution
to the cold-start problem.
Objective 2: Explore and develop new recommender algorithms to support the creation
of personalised recommendations.
The goal of a recommender system is to suggest items matching user preferences
or needs. This research seeks to explore and develop an effective recommendation
approach based on item taxonomy information in order to enhance the personalised
item recommendations task.
Objective 3: Verify that the proposed idea of using item taxonomy information in rec-
ommender systems can improve the performance of recommendations.
To ensure that the proposed approaches based on taxonomy information can im-
prove the performance of recommendations, the effectiveness of the proposed user
profiling and recommendation-making approaches will be evaluated using exper-
iments, based on accuracy metrics. The effectiveness of the proposed approaches
will be evaluated on a Top-N recommendation task. This evaluation will be done by
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comparing the proposed recommender systems to other related models and state-of-
the-art models. If the accuracy of the recommendation-making approaches can be
improved, then the effectiveness of the proposed user profiling and recommendation
approaches will be verified.
1.4 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
Based on the research problems discussed above, we make several contributions in this
thesis towards acquiring user preferences to improve user profiling and make better per-
sonalised recommendations. The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. The problem that we address in this research is how to acquire user preferences (or
needs) effectively when there is a cold-start problem. This includes the issue of
uncertain information regarding user needs and preferences. The research provides
an alternative method of using existing available information resources to formalise
the recommendation-making problems and to enhance user profiling. The contri-
butions related to this work are as follows:
1.1. This research provides an effective way to summarise useful knowledge based
on the ratings of only a few items, which makes a significant contribution to
the cold-start problem. The item taxonomy information is utilised as domain-
specific knowledge, and explores how to exploit the relationship between
users and items according to a set of taxonomic categories (or concepts) that
are utilised by users.
1.2. This thesis proposes a novel concept hierarchy model to gauge a user’s prefer-
ences about the items, according to a set of taxonomic concepts that the user
interacts with and the item has. This research contributes to more accurate
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user profiling which captures the personal preferences and assists in tackling
the cold-start problem. This model provides a better structure for new users to
approximate their needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy. It also allows users
to transmit their preferences in a concept hierarchy rather than by only using
ratings. It provides a new way of representing a user’s personal preferences as
a user concept hierarchy and an item’s features as an item concept hierarchy.
1.3. The user profile and item representation based on concept hierarchy are utilised
to measure the similarity of concept hierarchy preferences between a user and
an item. It contributes to improvement in the performance of the neighbour-
hood formation process, either in normal situations or in cold-start situations.
1.4. The user-item concept hierarchy similarities model is also designed to enhance
the item recommendation-making approaches.
2. Ultimately, the research makes a contribution to the development of new recom-
mendation functions. The combination of user profiling and item representation,
based on taxonomy information, is applied to the recommendation algorithms of
recommender systems to further enhance the quality of personalised item recom-
mendations and to tackle recommendation making problems. The contributions of
this work are summarised as follows:
2.1. The item popularity and user-item concept hierarchy similarities are incorpo-
rated to create a new item recommendation function, in order to improve the
quality of item recommendation making and tackle the cold-start problem.
2.2. An effective item recommendation function is proposed to estimate the prob-
ability that a user is interested in an item, based on the underlying language
model (LM) and a combination of item popularity, user-item concept hierar-
chy similarities, and the probability of concepts. It contributes to improving
the performance of recommendations in both normal situations and cold-start
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situations.
2.3. We evaluate our proposed approaches with two real-world standard data col-
lections: Amazon book and music datasets. The experimental results are
compared with three different baseline models.
1.5 THESIS ORGANISATION
Figure 1.1: The structure of the thesis
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Objective Contribution Chapter Literature Review
1 1 and 2 Ch3 Section 2.1, Section 2.2
2 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 Ch4 Section 2.2, Section 2.3, and Section 2.4
3 3.4 Ch5 Section 2.5
Table 1.1: Correlating the thesis objectives to the thesis contributions, and to the topics
covered in the literature review.
To date, various research approaches have been proposed in the recommender system
field, including surveys, empirical analysis, and experimentation and evaluation methods
[44, 47]. This thesis focuses on developing new approaches to generating a user profile
and representing items based on item taxonomy information and new recommendation
approaches, and then evaluates the results in the area of recommendations. Figure 1.1
shows the structure of this thesis, and Table 1.1 shows a thematic roadmap that correlates
the thesis objectives, contributions, and topics covered in the literature review. This will
help the reader grasp the diverse disciplinary scope of the thesis. The remainder of this
thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2: This chapter is a comprehensive review of existing research that is
relevant in the area of recommender systems. It identifies and justifies the research
context and the problems from which the research questions were derived, as well
as the advantages and disadvantages of existing related work.
• Chapter 3: This chapter discusses how the item taxonomy information can be used
to obtain user information needs or preferences in a two-dimensional hierarchy. It
will also describe how to represent a user and an item based on concept hierarchy.
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• Chapter 4: This chapter discusses how to utilise the user profiles and the rep-
resentation of items, based on the concept hierarchy proposed in Chapter 3, to
make recommendations. The two item recommendation-making approaches will
be presented in this chapter.
• Chapter 5: This chapter discusses the evaluation of the proposed approach using
taxonomic concept hierarchies and recommendation approaches, which includes
verifying the effectiveness of the proposed approaches to improve recommendation
accuracy and address recommendation problems.
• Chapter 6: This chapter concludes the thesis and outlines the direction of future
work in this area.
• Appendices: The appendices of this thesis include the sample category taxonomy
information of the data sources, the general structure and components of the system
in this thesis, and the database structure design.
The relevant publications based on this thesis are as follows:
• W. Nadee, Y. Li, and Y. Xu. Acquiring user information needs for recommender
systems. In Web Intelligence (WI) and Intelligent Agent Technologies (IAT), 2013
IEEE/WIC/ACM International Joint Conferences, volume 3, pages 5-8, Nov 2013.
• L. Zhang, Y. Li, C. Sun, and Nadee, W. Rough Set Based Approach to Text Clas-
sification. In Web Intelligence (WI) and Intelligent Agent Technologies (IAT), 2013
IEEE/WIC/ACM International Joint Conferences, volume 3, pages 245-252, Nov
2013.
• W. Nadee, Y. Li, and Y. Xu. Personalised Recommendations Based on Item Taxon-
omy. Submitted to ACM Transaction on the web (TWEB), 2015.
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• W. Nadee, Y. Li, and Y. Xu. A Concept Hierarchy Model for User Modelling.
Submitted to ACM User Modelling, Adaptation and Personalisation (UMAP),
2016.
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter will provide a review of the literature relevant to the field of study and the
research methodology. The literature provides a thorough background understanding
of the area of study and provides details to support the research in this thesis. This
review covers the basic ideas and concepts, as well as various challenging problems and
technologies.
Section 2.1 discusses previous studies about the acquisition of user profiles and
related concepts. In this research, we provide a new hierarchy structure for the acquisition
of user profiles. In the previous studies, we found no suitable way of acquiring user
profiles for taxonomy data.
Section 2.2 reviews the recommendation approaches and the limitations for recom-
mender systems. In this research, we provide new recommendation-making approaches
based on hybrid approaches to improve the performance of standard recommender sys-
tems, and to help alleviate the limitations of recommender systems, such as the cold-start
problem.
Section 2.3 investigates the literature regarding recommender systems based on item
taxonomy. In this research, we introduce a new model for using taxonomy information to
alleviate the recommendation-making problems and obtain the user’s preferences for an
item. In contrast to other studies covered in the literature review, the new model provides
a better structure for new users to approximate their needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy.
Section 2.4 reviews source materials focused on using language models for the
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creation of item recommendations. In this research, a new item recommendation function
is provided by considering the features of the item such as a set of taxonomic categories.
The relevance of an item to a user as a kind of language model is described, to clarify how
users, items, and concepts are integrated to generate what the user wants.
Section 2.5 reviews the evaluation measures for recommender systems, both in the
Top-N recommendations and rating predictions. In this research, the precision and recall
at N, MAP (Mean Average Precision), and F1measure in Information Retrieval (IR) are
applied to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approaches in the Top-N recommenda-
tion tasks.
2.1 USER PROFILE ACQUISITION
User profiles play an important role in recommendation processes since their models
represent the user’s information needs. Most personalisation systems need to build a
user profile or a model of user preferences in order to identify the needs of individual
users [48]. The initial step in providing personalised recommendations is to learn about
user interests and preferences in order to generate a user profile. Users’ preferences can
be gleaned from their past interactions with the systems in question [92]. These user
interactions consist of either explicit or implicit information about the user’s preferences
or interest in items. The user profile allows users to be modelled, which can be described
as the process of building personal preferences [10]. In other words, the user model is
generally represented in the form of a user profile which captures the personal preferences
of the users in terms of the user’s knowledge about the object or subject in which they are
interested [10, 67, 77]. User profiles can represent the interests or preferences of both an
individual user and a group of users: an individual user profile provides only one user’s
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interests and information, whereas a group user profile describes the common interests or
goals of a group of users [67].
User profiling is the process of gathering information about the topics or subjects in
which a user is interested [34]. The accuracy and effectiveness of user profiling affects the
performance of recommender systems. The crucial aspect of user profiles is their ability
to represent users’ current interests. According to Gauch et al. [34], the user profiling
process consists of three main phases:
• The first phase involves information collection. This process is utilised to
gather raw information about the user
The first step to create a recommendation system is to gather the user information. To
generate a user profile, the system needs relevant information about the user’s preferences
or interests. There are different types of user information sources and techniques that can
be used to discover users’ preferences or interests. Basically, the systems can gather user
interests or preferences from user feedback. This feedback can be explicit or implicit, as
explained further in subsection 2.1.1.
• The second phase is profile construction and representation
An essential of the personalised recommender systems is how to build user profile,
which involves the information needs and preference of user and has great impact on
the performance of recommendations. One important consideration when constructing a
user profile is that more accurate the user profile is, the more effective the recommen-
dations will be. User profiles are constructed using different techniques based on the
user profile representations. User profiling is either knowledge-based or behaviour-based
[77]. Knowledge-based approaches emphasise explicit domain knowledge about items
and implicit knowledge about the users. The approaches are rule-based in proposing
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items which exactly match rules to users, for example using decision rules to classify
users’ personal interests or preferences based on their demographic characteristics [5].
Most recommender systems use behaviour-based approaches to construct the user
profile. Behaviour-based approaches use the users’ behaviour as a model and discover
the useful patterns of that behaviour by using machine learning [77]. User behaviour
can be represented via several types of patterns, such as frequency patterns, sequential
patterns, neural network models, and graph models [67]. The profiles can likewise be
generated from either implicit user data (e.g., sets of keywords, web usage data, content
and structural information about visited web pages, user ratings data, and demographic
information) or explicit user data (e.g., questionnaires or interviews with the user).
Based on the different user information obtained, user profiles can be represented as
sets of weighted keywords, topics, concepts, or ratings. The most common representation
for user profiles is a set of keywords/terms. Each keyword represents a topic of interest
to the user. These keywords can be extracted from the content of products or provided
directly by the user. The degree of user interest in the keywords can be weighted using the
tf-idf method (term frequency-inverse document frequency) in the vector-space approach
[34, 69].
Other approaches taken to represent user profiles include the history-based model
(which uses purchase histories and user ratings), the vector space model (which uses
feature vectors to represent items), weighted n-grams (which represents items as a net of
words, with weights in the nodes and edges), or semantic networks (where the profiles
may be represented by a weighted semantic network in which each node represents a
concept). Further options are weighted associative networks (which use the associations
between a set of concept nodes to represent each user profile), user-item ratings matrices
(which employ user ratings for items to represent the interest of the user in each item or
the user’s item preferences) and demographic features (which create user profiles through
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user characteristics) [80].
In most recommender systems, user ratings for items are widely utilised to indicate
their item preferences; this is called a rating-based user profile [67, 80]. However, the
difficulty of obtaining users’ rating data affects the performance of the traditional collab-
orative recommender systems when making recommendations or predictions. Hence, the
content features or descriptions of items include keywords, phrases, category names, or
other textual content embedded as meta-information in the content of web pages. They
provide additional knowledge about users, which can be used to represent user profiles
based on content-based analysis. Zhang and Koren [119] proposed the new idea of using
analytical based on the Bayesian hierarchical linear models in order to enhance content-
based user profiles. The benefit of using item features is that it can solve the cold-start
problem. The preferences of the users can be obtained even when there is no rating data
in the systems.
Moreover, user profiles can be represented via a concept-based, which is similar to
the keyword-based method, except the data is presented as vectors of weighted features.
Initially, the concept hierarchy was utilised to represent the content of web pages. More
recently, some studies have been used concept hierarchy to represent user profiles that
reflect the content of a given user’s interest in the hierarchical structure [83, 100, 115].
Singh et al. [100] introduced a system used for news filtering in which the user’s interests
are modelled by a user interest hierarchy based on explicit user feedback. Generally,
the basis of the concept-hierarchical profile is constructed from a reference taxonomy or
thesaurus.
Many research studies refer to the concept-hierarchy as an ontology which has an
‘is-a’ relationship with the concepts. The hierarchical relationship one concept has with
another is described as either a super-concept or a sub-concept; every member of the sub-
concept is a member of the super-concept. A set of concepts and relationships is extracted
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and weighted to form the user profile. A set of concepts associated with a user is called
a user profile, whereas a set of concepts associated with an item is referred to as an item
profile [48]. The users’ preferences or interests can be viewed as concept vectors in this
method. The use of concept hierarchy to represent users’ interests is explained further by
Kim and Chan (2008) [52]. Nanas et al. [83] introduced a methodology for constructing
a concept hierarchy under documents’ topic to represent the users’ topic interests. Based
on the relationship between topics or concepts in a hierarchical structure, many studies
also reviewed the new approaches to construct user profile, such as using the hierarchical
relationships between topics in taxonomy to represent user’s taxonomic topic interests
or preferences [67, 79, 111, 118, 121]. Taxonomy-based user profiles have been used in
some recommender systems, which will be discussed further in Section 2.3.
Nowadays, the development of Web 2.0 and Semantic Web technology provide
bountiful textual content information, multimedia content information, and network infor-
mation including tags, review, comments, posts, pictures, tweets, videos, audio clips, and
social networking-which provide a valuable resource when constructing and representing
user profiles [67, 104]. Li and Chang [65] introduced technique of information fusion
to construct user profile. Yu et al. [115] constructed user profile based on concept and
relation to represent user’s real-time preference for Web personalised services.
In recent years, tag or folksonomy information has been popular textual content
information in Web 2.0, and has become an important research focus. Based on tag
information, user profiles can be represented by sets of tags associated with users and
items. The research on tag information mainly focuses on the semantics of words to
improve the quality of the traditional collaborative filtering recommendation, as well as
to alleviate obstacles such as the cold-start problem [70]. The main idea of using tags or
folksonomy is to profile users’ topic interests or preferences when the amount of available
user ratings is too small [31, 67]. With these new web developments, we are able to exploit
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additional information to construct and represent user profiles.
• The third phase involves exploiting information in a user profile to provide
personalised services
After a user profile is constructed, it is then used to provide personalised services in differ-
ent areas, such as personalised recommender systems, personalised searches, queries, and
trust-aware recommender systems. There are three main methods utilised in recommender
agents for user profile exploitation: content-based, collaborative, and hybrid methods, all
of which will be further reviewed in Section 2.2. In addition, sets of topics, keywords, or
concepts are utilised to provide personalised searches in this phase.
2.1.1 User Information Collection
The first phase of user profiling is to collect information about the user. To be able to
identify the needs of users, the recommender system needs to know something about the
user. Therefore, acquiring user information about needs or preferences is a fundamental
task for making personalised recommendations. User preferences are learned from users’
interactions with items. These interactions consist of explicit and implicit information,
usually referred to as explicit feedback and implicit feedback [49]. The following subsec-
tion will discuss explicit and implicit feedback in detail.
2.1.1.1 Explicit user information collection
Most explicit user information collection approaches rely on users inputting personal
information. This information is acquired directly via registration forms or question-
naires, or by asking users to rate items, or by tracking users’ queries [49]. In other
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words, users are required to supply some information themselves. Many sites collect user
preferences by providing personalised services to users and then directly asking them to
give personal information to create a profile. This explicit user feedback reflects the actual
user needs. For example, eBay asks users to provide their opinions and to give ratings for
the services and products on offer. The company then utilises this information to improve
the personalised recommendations that it gives to customers.
Explicit information includes demographic information (e.g., gender, educational
background, age, location, and occupation), data about interests and preferences (e.g.,
topics of interest, tastes, preferred products and brand preferences), and opinion-based in-
formation (e.g., reviews, comments, and feedback) [34, 67, 80]. In recommender systems,
explicit ratings data is widely used to profile users’ preferences [7, 29, 49]. Some websites
operate by using explicit ratings data, such as Netflix, which utilises movie ratings to
generate popular movie suggestions for customers [89].
Although explicit feedback is effective and easy to collect, and has less noise, there
are some drawbacks. First, users have to invest time and effort in expressing their pref-
erences or interests through actions [67, 79]. In other words, explicit feedback places an
additional burden on the user. If users do not provide personal information, user profiles
cannot be built. Another problem relates to privacy concerns; users may not be willing
to share their personal information or to give accurate information to the system. These
problems affect the performance of recommender systems and make it difficult to profile
users precisely. Therefore, encouraging users to provide sufficient explicit information is
a challenging task.
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2.1.1.2 Implicit user information collection
Explicit information is not always available and does not always contain enough detail
for an adequate user profile to be built. For this reason, implicit user information is often
collected. Most implicit user information is based on user behaviour. The implicit user
information or implicit user feedback can be collected through web usage logs, click
streams, browsing histories, purchase records, and content or structural information from
visited web pages [27]. Browsing histories are a common source of implicit information
[34]. Yu et al. [115] extracted user’s browsing contents of each web page in a session to
compute user’s real-time preference. The main benefit of implicit information collection
is that it does not require any extra effort on the part of users during the process of
constructing profiles [48, 79]. It also allows easy and continuous access to data; it is
automatically updated when users interact with the system in question.
However, it is very difficult to convert user behaviour into user preferences, as the
accuracy depends on whether the user behaviour is interpreted correctly. For example,
users might buy items such as music for someone else. In other words, they might not
personally like all the music that they have bought. Another drawback of this information
collection method is that it requires the development of high-quality applications or plug-
ins, which web developers have to install.
Implicit user information is a rich source of data that allows personalised recom-
mendations to be made. For example, Mnith [79] exploited implicit feedback such as
item taxonomy and implicit rating in order to improve the predictive performance of
recommendations. Ziegler et al. [121] and Weng et al. [111] proposed the use of item
taxonomy in representing users’ topic interests, and in making item recommendations.
Kim and Chan [52] suggested that keywords or topics should be captured from users’
browsing histories in order to assess their interest (using the concept-hierarchical method).
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Moreover, with the development of Web 2.0, some new kinds of user information can be
used as implicit user information, such as tags, comments, images, videos, posts, and
click-streams. This data provides rich information about the relationship among users,
items, and content and they also imply user interests or preferences. To take the tagging of
a user as an example, the keywords on tags can be used to capture the user’s topic interests.
Amazon.com uses the usage logs of users to recommend books to their customers [48].
The data sources discussed above are very important, but there remain some ob-
stacles related to data gathering. Privacy concerns may cause some users to withhold
information or behave differently when logged in to the system. However, the advantage
of user profiling lies in the access to both implicit and explicit user preference informa-
tion. There are several features of user information that can be collected and utilised to
retrieve items that are of interest to users. However, determining new users’ preferences
is challenging because limited information is available, and even that may be inaccurate,
as discussed above. This is an important topic of research in relation to recommender
systems and personalisation systems.
In Section 2.1, we reviewed the process of constructing user profiles. This thesis
aims to enhance the traditional approach to making personalised recommendations. The
thesis focuses on using taxonomy information to construct more accurate user profiles,
resulting in higher accuracy of recommendations and improving the cold-start problem in
recommender systems. However, the challenging task in this area is the construction and
representation of a profile that accurately reflects the user’s preferences. In contrast to
the aforementioned techniques, this research provides a novel method, using the category
taxonomy information of the item to obtain the users’ preferences. We learn the user’s
preferences level by level in a two-dimensional hierarchy, via a set of taxonomic concepts,
to generate a more comprehensive concept hierarchy preference profile for that user. The
new structure provides a better way for the users to describe their needs. In Chapter 3, the
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details of how to acquire user information needs based on a concept hierarchy model will
be discussed.
2.2 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Recommender systems have become a popular topic of research, as the quantity and range
of information available on the Internet is enormous. This excess of information means
that it can be difficult for users to make decisions. Recommender systems are popular
applications within information filtering (IF) and information retrieval (IR) systems be-
cause the suggestions that they make assist users with information seeking, by making
personalised recommendations in relation to information, products, and services. Recom-
mender systems try to predict what items would be interesting to users and to match their
needs. The systems make recommendations and predictions based on information about
users, such as user profiles, user preferences, user modelling, user interaction history, item
features, or other users.
Nowadays, recommendations are based not only on user ratings, but also on knowl-
edge about users and products. This knowledge-based approach to generating recommen-
dations involves reasoning about which products or topics will meet users’ requirements.
According to Chen et al. [19], recommender systems are composed of three main ele-
ments: (1) a user acquisition module, which is used to collect user information; (2) an
analysis module, which analyses user preferences; and (3) an algorithm module, which
generates recommendations. There are two tasks involved in recommendations: rating
predictions and Top-N recommendations.
The next section will introduce the basic recommender algorithms widely and suc-
cessfully used in recommender systems. During the discussion, the problems with these
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recommender systems will also be outlined.
2.2.1 Recommendation Approaches
Recommender algorithms can be divided broadly into three categories: collaborative
filtering approaches, content-based filtering approaches and hybrid approaches. These
categories are examined in more detail below.
2.2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering Approaches
Collaborative filtering (CF) approaches have been used in various applications for rec-
ommender systems [74, 113]. Popular sites that use this approach include LinkedIn,
Facebook, Twitter, Google, Netflix and Amazon. They incorporate collaborative filtering
with recommendation engines to recommend jobs, friends, groups and/or companies in
which users might be interested [95]. The main tasks in CF are rating predictions and Top-
N recommendations [29, 44]. CF approaches use past information about the opinions, or
behaviour of existing users in the community, to predict topics or products that a current
user might like.
Basically, CF techniques make recommendations or predictions about the interests
of a user based on similarities between the preferences of users in a system. The un-
derlying idea of CF is that users who have rated the same items are more likely to have
similar tastes. The techniques utilise user ratings against other users to determine the
relationship between user and item, and convert the preference of a user for items to a
user-item ratings matrix [13, 43, 54, 93, 102]. The input information used in CF can be
either explicit ratings or implicit ratings. The most successful recommendation techniques
in CF are the neighbourhood method and the latent factor model [50, 57]. CF approaches
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can be classified according to their algorithm techniques into two classes: memory-based
CF (or neighbourhood-based CF) and model-based CF [39].
1) Memory-based CF algorithms
These algorithms utilise the entire collection of items previously rated by a user
to make recommendations [3, 67]. Memory-based collaborative filtering algorithms are
commonly referred to as neighbourhood-based algorithms [76]. They can be divided
further into user-based CF algorithms and item-based CF algorithms [29, 94]. User-based
CF makes recommendation based on the similarities between an active user and other
users, while item-based CF makes recommendations based on the similarities between a
target item and other items [94].
In memory-based algorithms, a user’s preferences for an item are evaluated based on
the ratings data of other users who have similar behaviour to the user. These k-Nearest-
Neighbour (kNN) techniques are widely used in CF based algorithms to identify a group
neighbourhood of users and items that are similar to a user or an item. The algorithms
use the given rating data by similar users for many items to predict missing ratings or
create a Top-N recommendation list for the active user. To form a neighbourhood for the
active user, a similarity measure is required. The top-k neighbour users and items for the
active user can be selected by calculating the similarity between the active user and all
other users or all other items. The similarity measure can be calculated by various kinds of
proximity computing approaches. The most common methods utilised for determining the
similarities between users or items are the Pearson correlation and vector cosine similarity
measures. There are also several other similarity measures used in the literature, including
adjusted cosine similarity, Euclidean distance and the Jaccard coefficient [19, 44, 102].
The rating data plays an important role in CF techniques to form the neighbourhood.
Bell and Koren [7] proposed the neighbourhood-based approach to improve the accuracy
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of kNN approaches without meaningfully affecting running time. However, when the
amount of user direct rating data in the system is too small, and would resulting in poor
neighbour formation and recommendations. Besides using explicit ratings and implicit
ratings, the similarities between users, items, or user-items can be measured based on
other features, such as users’ topic interests or users’ tagging behaviour [67, 81, 111, 118,
121]. Weng et al. [111] utilised the taxonomy information of the item incorporated with
the existing user’s explicit rating in the neighbourhood formation, instead of using only
the rating data.
2) Model-based CF algorithms
These algorithms use a collection of ratings to learn the pattern of ratings, and
then make intelligent rating predictions based on the learned models. The models are
developed using data mining techniques and machine learning algorithms to explain the
rating pattern. In contrast to memory-based CF algorithms, model-based approaches are
not subject to heuristic prediction rules. There are many model-based CF algorithms,
including Bayesian network-based models, clustering models, linear regression models,
latent factor models, linear regression, singular value decomposition models (SVD) and
matrix factorization (MF) models. A key advantage of the model-based approach is that
it improves prediction performance.
Recently, the use of matrix factorization and latent factor models has become pop-
ular in recommender algorithms, both for implicit and explicit feedback. Typically, ma-
trix factorization classifies both items and users via factor vectors that are gleaned from
item rating patterns. Many studies have utilised matrix factorization and neighbourhood
methods to improve the performance of Collaborative Filtering and alleviate or solve the
cold-start problem [23, 55, 103].
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Most memory-based CF approaches can be used for both rating predictions and
Top-N recommendation tasks, whereas model-based CF approaches focus on rating pre-
dictions. Standard CF algorithms, including user-based and item-based examples, are
popular benchmark baseline models. These includes latent factor and matrix factorization
models, which have emerged as state-of-the-art methodologies in recommender tech-
niques [76]. The advantages of collaborative filtering are that it is easy to implement and
incorporate with other information sources, but the next section explores its drawbacks.
- Challenges and limitations of collaborative filtering
CF poses several challenges, such as scalability, synonymy, the gray sheep problem,
shilling attacks, privacy protection, diversity and the long tail, sparsity, and the cold-
start problem [3, 54, 56, 102]. These issues can reduce the quality of recommendations
and thus of the CF approaches overall. In order to produce high-quality predictions or
recommendations, CF algorithms need the ability to deal with these challenges.
The sparsity problem occurs when the number of products is extremely large [37,
38, 85]. Users tend only to have provided ratings for a small percentage of the items
in a dataset, leading to a small number of ratings per item. As a result, the user-item
matrix used for CF will be highly sparse; this could reduce the effectiveness of the CF
systems when making predictions or recommendations. Hence, CF algorithms must have
the ability to deal with highly sparse data.
The cold-start problem is the main difficulty for recommender systems. The problem
occurs when a new user or new item first enters the system, and the recommender system
cannot draw any relation between users and items because of the absence of information
about the user or item present (e.g., insufficient reviews or ratings) [19, 38, 76, 102].
Recommender systems need to gain some details about users and items before reliable and
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accurate recommendations can be provided via recommendation algorithms [85]. This
problem can largely degrade the performance of the traditional recommender systems
in making personalised predictions, particularly when forming a neighbourhood for the
active user which is based on users’ ratings data. The underlying causes of the cold-start
problem include [19, 28, 102, 111]:
Figure 2.1: The cold-start problem.
• The fraction of explicit ratings data in the system is small. Figure 2.1 shows a
situation where the fraction of the users’ explicit ratings data is sparse. This occurs
when there are only a few ratings in the system. Consequently, the system may
not be able to identify users similar to the target users, thus affecting the quality of
recommendations, particularly in collaborative filtering approaches which depend
on ratings data to make predictions.
• The target user provides very few ratings of the items. When a new user
has just entered the system, this user will have only rated a small subset of the
overall items in the database. The recommender system cannot produce accurate
recommendations for new users. Similarly, when a new item is added to the system,
the system cannot recommend the new item to any user because very few users
have rated or purchased this item. In this case, the quality of recommendations
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to the target user may be poor. Therefore, the active users have to rate a sufficient
number of items before the recommendation algorithms are able to provide accurate
recommendations.
The challenge with the cold-start problem is to find a way to deal with new users and
new items when purchase information is not yet available in the system. Other areas
for CF improvement include looking for novel techniques for making predictions, other
than finding similar users, and learning how to exploit a small amount of ratings data in
order to make viable recommendations. Hang et al.[40] proposed the method to solve
the cold-start problem based on the implicit information of the new users and multi-
attribute rating matrix. This thesis focuses on using the features of items in terms of
their taxonomy information to formalise the problem. Items can be classified by a set of
taxonomic categories, and this can be used to represent users’ preferences.
Scalability is another challenge for collaborative filtering-based recommender sys-
tems. This problem occurs when the existing algorithms of the recommender systems
suffer due to a large number of users and items that continues to grow [8, 16, 56, 102]. The
algorithms cannot respond immediately to online requirements or make recommendations
for all users. Chen et al. [18] proposed an algorithm based on the probability model to
tackle the scalability problem. The main purpose of this research to improve the effec-
tiveness of recommendations and solve the cold-start problem. However, this literature
review will provide some brief background to this problem. Basically, the computation
efficiency of collaborative filtering is between O(m + n) and O(m2n), where m is the
number of users and n is the number of items [111]. The analysis of the efficiency of
the proposed CTLM recommender algorithm using the Big-O notation concept will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
Another problems, Synonymy, relates to ambiguous item names or keywords or
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items with different names, resulting in the recommender systems being unable to dis-
cover the accurate similarities. For example, love movie and love film are actually the
same item [102].
2.2.1.2 Content-Based Filtering Approaches
Content-based filtering approaches (CBF) utilise user profiles and the contents of items
as domain knowledge, and compare information from the new items with the user’s
profile. Those items which are similar to the user’s profile are recommended. [5, 88, 106].
Content-based approaches build a model or profile of user interest based on the description
of items that the user has previously preferred or rated [82]. The users’ interests or
preferences can be described in terms of the interest in item characteristics such as topics,
attributes, or categories.
Therefore, a user profile may consist of the user’s preferences, needs, and implicit
or explicit interests (such as sets of items, topics, concepts, or ratings) [69]. For example,
the users’ preferences can be represented by the users’ topics preferences, which can
be generated from the content-related information on items that the user rated, clicked,
browsed, or bought. CBF recommendations are made by utilising these profiles to find
other items with similar content to the items preferred by users. Along with as using
explicit and implicit ratings to reflect user’s preferences, the affinity between a user and
an item can be established by determining the content of the items.
An item is represented by a set of features used to describe its content. These
features correspond to a set of keywords, topics, terms, or concepts. Most content-based
approaches are developed using information retrieval techniques [69]. These techniques
try to match query words and/or other user data with item features [96]. There are two
popular approaches to making item representations: heuristics-based and model-based
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(e.g., the Vector Space Model, VSM) approaches. In the heuristics-based approach, the
profile of an item and user is represented as a vector of weights for each feature. The
importance of words associated with an item can be determined using a weight function.
The most widely-used weighting functions is tf-idf [28, 69, 88]. Cantador et al. adapted
the VSM and ta to make use of us and item profile based on content-based
A user’s interests or preferences for an item can be calculated using cosine similarity.
In the model-based approach, user preferences are learned through probabilistic methods
and naı¨ve Bayes, language models, machine learning, decision trees, and/or linear classi-
fiers [28, 88, 119]. The advantage of content-based based recommender systems is that
they do not require users’ ratings data. Instead of representing users’ preferences with
rating data, user preferences can be represented using the content of the items. However,
there are also some limitations and challenges to content-based filtering recommender
systems, as discussed below.
- Challenges and limitation of content-based filtering
The limited content analysis occurs when content-based techniques have a limit in the
number of features that are associated, resulting in unsuitable suggestions [88]. Although
content-based filtering techniques do not require rating data to learn and model user’s
interest, no content-based recommender systems can provide accurate recommendations
without enough available information to analyse and classify the item. For example, there
is not sufficient keywords to model the user interests in books.
Moreover, the over-specialisation problem occurs when a user is only recommended
items that are similar to items that were rated or bought before. For example, suppose that
at one stage in a customer’s life she is interested in the everyday life of people living in
the medieval age. She buys a book on this topic and then does not use Amazon.com again
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for a year. After coming back to the system she sees a large number of books on medieval
life, but little else in the recommended products section. Not only is this person being
poorly understood by the system, but her interest in this topic passed long ago. Indeed, it
was satisfied by that one book, and she does not need any more. The over-specialisation
problem has occurred and no useful recommendations are being made to the customer.
Abbassi et al. [1] examined the over-specialisation problem based on item regions.
This is because content-based techniques have no inherent method for generating or
finding items different from items users have seen before; they can only recommend items
that score highly against a user’s profile [3, 53, 80, 102]. In other words, they have no
inherent method for generating serendipitous suggestions. To give another example, a user
whose profile contains no experience with Thai food would never receive a recommenda-
tion for a Thai restaurant, even if it was their favourite kind of food. One way to solve the
over-specialisation problem is to cause diverse and serendipitous items to appear on the
recommendation lists [69]. A serendipitous recommendation helps the user to discover
unexpected yet interesting items with a high degree of novelty that the user might not have
gone looking for independently [47, 107]. Ziegler et al. [122] proposed a taxonomy-based
technique to generate diverse item recommendations based on the diversity of category
taxonomy.
Another issue is the new user problem or cold-start problem, as also seen with
collaborative filtering methods. Content-based techniques are less affected than the col-
laborative filtering techniques by the cold-start problem [111]. Information about the
user and the item, such as item taxonomy information, folksonomy information, are
needed in order for recommendations to be made [3, 69]. In the context of content-
based recommendations, further examination is needed of the techniques that can be used
to extract item descriptions and thus to recommend items that match a user’s interests.
Another important question concerns how the known characteristics of items can be
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harnessed in order to make useful recommendations. Based on the structural information
about taxonomy in a hierarchy, it can be used to find other items with similar content to
the new item.
2.2.1.3 Hybrid Approaches
A hybrid recommendation system is composed of two or more diverse recommendation
techniques, including collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, knowledge-based
techniques, and demographic techniques [14, 48, 76, 87]. The main goal of this ap-
proach is to improve performance in terms of recommendations and to overcome some
of the issues that plague recommender systems, such as the cold-start and sparsity prob-
lems. Many hybrid techniques are based on traditional collaborative filtering merged with
content-based filtering [15, 112]. For example, incorporating collaborative filtering into
a content-based approach to overcome the cold-start problem [24, 35, 40]. Woerndl et
al. [112] applied a hybrid recommender system which integrated for mobile applications.
Barraga´ns-Martı´nez et al. proposed a hybrid approach using content-based and item-
based collaborative filtering methods, using singular value decomposition in order to
recommend TV programs [6]. In other hybrid systems, latent factor models and item
taxonomy information have been combined to facilitate the development of more person-
alised recommendations, thus solving the sparsity and cold-start problems [4, 50, 79, 118].
However, the cold-start and sparsity problems still remain a challenge where recom-
mender systems are concerned. Several methods have been proposed for dealing with
these issues, including dimensionality reduction of the user-item matrix (using singular
value decomposition, the latent factor model, and/or matrix factorization) and the ap-
plication of associative retrieval techniques [19]. Content-boosted CF approaches can
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also be used to gain additional information about items, with a view to computing mean-
ingful similarities between them [32, 75]. Still, there are a few weaknesses of hybrid
approaches. First, sometimes there is insufficient contextual information to model users
and items well enough to make predictions. Secondly, the scalability problem still exists,
since the number of users and objects grows rapidly and the systems need extra time for
computation [5]. Therefore, the performance of hybrid approaches does not rely on only
integrating the different techniques together. Instead, good performance and a high quality
of recommendations are based on the use of appropriate knowledge from the context in
the recommendation process, i.e. the content and the user behaviour.
The challenge in hybrid recommender systems is how to incorporate both content-
based and collaborative filtering techniques together, resulting in high-quality recommen-
dations. This thesis proposes two approaches based on hybrid systems in order to solve
the cold-start problem, aiming to improve the effectiveness of recommender systems. We
formalise these problems by using the relationship between users and items according to
a set of taxonomic categories (or concepts), rather than by using item ratings. The details
of populating the user profiles and different methods for achieving item-taxonomy-based
recommender systems will be discussed in Chapter 3 and 4.
2.3 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS BASED ON ITEM TAXONOMY
As mentioned earlier, acquiring user preferences is an important task in personalised
recommender systems and web personalisation [105]. Recommender systems can be
constructed using different types of input data. Typically, a recommender system can
infer user preferences using explicit feedback, such as user ratings, or implicit feedback,
such as browsing history or search patterns [57, 79]. User rating data is the most popular
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as it directly relates to users’ personal preferences. However, since user rating data is
sometimes difficult to obtain, it may reduce the performance of the recommender system,
especially when new users face the cold-start problem discussed above.
According to Gantner et al. [32], the cold-start problem occurs when there are no
purchases, ratings, or clicks, or when there is little collaborative information available
for the system to compute predictions for the given users and items. In such a situation,
additional user information (e.g., gender, age, and location) and item features (e.g., genre,
product categories, and keywords) is utilised to enhance the performance of the recom-
mender systems.
Item taxonomy information is another direct way of capturing a user’s interest in an
item and can also be used to solve the cold-start problem. Many sites (including Google,
Yahoo! and Amazon) exploit taxonomy information to organise items, thus allowing users
to find the items that they desire easily. The items are classified by a set of categories or
topics within the item taxonomy. Taxonomies are used by websites all over the world and
include everything from price attributes to product categories. They are usually provided
by web managers or website experts based on their personal experiences.
Correlations between categories within an item taxonomy can be organised into a
tree or a hierarchical structure, representing sub-concepts and super-concepts and the
relations between them [48]. The hierarchical structure of the taxonomies can be used
to describe or classify the items from coarse-grained through to fine-grained classes. The
root category or the top category of the hierarchy is the most general of categories, and
the categories become more specific as one moves toward the leaves [20].
The taxonomic tree structure can also reflect users’ interests in topics, from general
topics of interest at the root node to specific topics of interest at the leaf node [52, 64].
There are also other advantages, including implicit feedback data, standard vocabularies,
and the fact that the structure is not vague and can be controlled by experts [67]. This
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enables users’ interests in items to be linked with taxonomic information. In short,
information about a user and his or her preferences can be learned from item taxonomy
information. A user who has searched for a children’s book about Iron Man might find
value in having a superhero toy recommended to them. Superhero is higher up in the
taxonomy tree than the more specific Iron Man topic, and toys may be an implicit interest
inferred by the interest in children’s books.
Recently, the usage of item taxonomy in recommender systems has been emphasised
by many researchers. For example, Koenigstein et al. [54] proposed a novel usage of
music taxonomy and matrix factorization to tackle the item sparsity problem [54]. Mnih
[79] used taxonomy information to generate features that relate music to users’ ratings
histories. Ahmed et al. [4] have employed a taxonomy of item attributes together with the
latent factor method to determine the factors related to a user’s interest in an item. Zhang
et al. [118] have also elaborated a system for discovering a user taxonomy for online
shopping data.
Other studies of note here include those by Ziegler et al. [121] and Weng et al.
[111], who proposed the use of taxonomy-driven product recommendations to solve the
cold-start problem and enhance recommendations. This approach combined the content-
based filtering and memory-based collaborative filtering approaches linearly in order
to make recommendations. The aim was to reduce the problems associated with the
collaborative filtering method when user ratings are sparse. Weng et al. [111] integrated
items’ taxonomic descriptors with implicit and explicit ratings, utilising tree-structured
product taxonomy to find users’ topic interests and the relevant topics related to items.
Ziegler et al. [121] decayed the weight of the taxonomic topic node on the item
taxonomy tree, based on its number of leaf nodes and its length, in order to generate topic
preferences and thus make item recommendations. As a result, users’ topic interest profile
vectors were generated using the scores for each topic. These vectors were then exploited
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to identify similarities between users, which were identified using the Pearson correlation
method. Mostos-Junior et al. [73] used category taxonomy from the content of the web
page with content-based techniques to recommend a set of books to the user. Hong et al.
[45] studied incorporating item taxonomy into collaborative filtering to quantify users’
exact levels of interest, thus facilitating the most effective personalised recommendations.
Most current studies map the taxonomic interests of target users against those of
other users, or against taxonomic information about items [111]. The methodology used
in such studies is likely to involve content-based filtering techniques. However, there are
still many promising ways in which to utilise item content, item taxonomy and content-
based techniques in recommender systems. The advantage of the above approaches is
that they use topics or concepts rather than item ratings. How to effectively represent or
summarise the knowledge in a few rated items remains a challenging problem.
This thesis takes the taxonomy-based approaches to the development of effective
recommender systems, as it uses a concept hierarchy model with two-dimensional hierar-
chy to obtain users preferences. This has the advantage of summarising user preferences
given information on their responses to only a few items. The thesis explores how to
design an effective recommendation algorithm based on the proposed concept hierarchy
and other user rating data if it is available. The details of constructing the proposed
taxonomy-based concept hierarchy model will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.4 ITEM RECOMMENDATION GENERATIONS
Creating a Top-N list can be seen as the second step in recommender systems after rating
predictions [29, 39, 51]. Item recommendations involve generating a personalised ranking
for a set of items. Usually, each item is given a score that reflects the user’s predicted
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preference for that item. The items are then ranked according to these scores [92]. Several
novel item recommendation techniques that utilise both explicit and implicit feedback
have been proposed and developed by researchers.
Traditionally, the most popular Top-N recommendation method in recommender
systems is k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) collaborative filtering [20, 42]. Here, a user’s
ratings are compared with those of other users who have similar interests, and then a
ranked list of items that are likely to be relevant to the user’s needs is produced. In recent
years, the use of matrix factorization (MF) has become popular in relation to both implicit
and explicit feedback. The basic idea of MF is to find the unknown ratings associated
with users and items in the matrix, and then to sort the ratings to select the Top-N items.
The models map both users and items to a latent factor space of dimensionality. This
technique characterises both items and users by vectors of the factors inferred from item
rating patterns [55].
Another useful method is Bayesian Personalised Ranking (BPR), which uses im-
plicit positive-only feedback and tag prediction [92]. Although ranked list recommenda-
tion is not the focus of this research, it is surveyed and discussed. BPR is a personalised-
ranking approach that optimises approximations of the area under the ROC curve for
each user. It utilises an optimisation criterion and a gradient-based learning algorithm to
generate personalised item recommendations. The goal is to create a ranking function
for each user, through which more relevant items can be ranked higher than non-relevant
items. This model is widely used as the baseline approach, which is involved in the
personalised ranking and the ranked list recommendations [4, 50, 118].
Recently, Information Retrieval (IR) techniques have been exploited in several stud-
ies in the field of recommender systems in order to enhance item recommendation tasks.
The concept of relevance has been widely used in IR methods to describe relevance
ranking problems in item recommendation tasks. The relevance-based language model
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was proposed by Lavrenko and Croft [61]. It is a model-based query expansion approach
in the language modelling framework. A relevance model involves a distribution of
words in the relevant class for a query [66]. Based on the original relevance model
approach, some researchers have sought to adapt the principles of ranking for relevance
by utilising the vector-space IR model for item ranking in collaborative filtering [9],
statistical language models (with the probability item ranking for collaborative filtering)
[108], tf − idf (with the user-item relevance model) [109], and the relevance-based
language model (with a probabilistic clustering technique to perform neighbour selection)
[86].
This thesis proposes a novel item recommendation approach which is designed
under the principle of language modelling (LM). LM is a general, formal approach that
is used in IR for text retrieval. Basic LM approaches have been developed from the
traditional probabilistic approach in IR, in which two types of user information needs
or query representations and document representations are utilised to indicate how well
documents satisfy users’ informational needs [72, 90]. The relationship between the query
language and the document language is used to build query generation by estimating the
probability of generating queries according to the document model.
In the language model, the model provides different approaches to document rank-
ing. The basic and most common approach for using language models in IR is the query
likelihood model [72, 90]. Documents are ranked according to the probability of the
document in a language model Md and the model generates a set of words t that are
relevant to the query q. The intuition of the LM is that the user has a document in mind,
and generates a query based on words that appear in that document. The model can be
used to work out the probability P (d|q) of the relevance of document d to a given query
q using the following equation:
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P (d|q) ∝ P (d)
∏
t∈q
((1− λ)P (t|MD) + λP (t|Md)), (2.1)
where Md is a language model built for each document d, and MD is the language model
built for the entire document collection.
This equation combines the probability of the document with the general collection
frequency of words t, which is referred to as a linear interpolation language model or
smooth probabilities. The term frequency of a word in the document is estimated by using
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and the unigram language model. The goal is to
rank documents by P (d|q), where the prior probability of a document P (d) is interpreted
as the likelihood that it is relevant to the query q. Typically, the prior probability of
a document P (d) is often treated as uniform across all documents. A genuine prior
probability can also be implemented from other criteria, such as category, length, genre,
newness, and number of previous people who have read the document. In order to make
item recommendations, Equation 2.1 can be modified to generate the probability P (b|u),
that a concept hierarchy in item b is relevant to a given user u. Top-N items can be returned
according to the likelihood of P (b|u) to the user. Item recommendations can therefore be
ranked based on an adaptation of the concept of relevance in LM.
All the work on item predictions discussed above is evaluated via personalised
rankings. However, further exploration needs to be undertaken on how the effectiveness
of item recommendations (which are based on the language model) can be improved.
Specifically, in this thesis we utilise an inferential language model to recommendation-
making approach. The adaptation of language model to item recommendations will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
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2.5 RECOMMENDATION EVALUATIONS
A variety of evaluation methods have been suggested for use in recommender systems.
The choice of method depends on whether an off-line or an online experiment is being
conducted. Online evaluations require interaction with real users and most existing studies
focus on off-line experiments, perhaps because online experiments are expensive and
time-consuming to conduct. Similarly, given the limited scope of this thesis, only off-line
recommender-related experiments have been conducted. Some popular off-line evaluation
metrics will be reviewed in this section.
The two types of recommendations that are used in off-line recommender-system
evaluations are rating predictions and list recommendations (or Top-N recommendations)
[44]. Rating prediction tasks are utilised to predict scores for missing rating values. The
Top-N recommendation format is used to recommend a list of items to the target user
selected from a set of candidate items [44, 67]. If the list is ordered based on expected user
preferences, then it is termed a rank list recommendation. In most recommender systems,
a performance evaluation of the recommendation algorithm is conducted in order to assess
the accuracy of predictions and/or the relevance of item recommendations to a user’s inter-
ests. Typically, recommendation approaches can be evaluated by looking at two factors:
effectiveness and efficiency. In this thesis, the performance of the recommendations will
be evaluated based on the effectiveness of the proposed recommendation-making and user
profiling approaches. The effectiveness of the proposed approaches will be assessed in
terms of Top-N recommendation task.
Most recommender systems assess the effectiveness of recommendations by looking
at recommendation accuracy metrics. There are three major types of accuracy measure-
ment metrics for recommender systems: (1) predictive accuracy metrics, which measure
the similarity between true user ratings and recommender systems’ predicted ratings; (2)
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classification accuracy metrics, which measure a recommender system’s ability to select
high-quality items from the set of items for a given user; and (3) rank accuracy metrics,
which measure a recommender system’s ability to recommend the right order of items in
a list to the user [28, 44].
In rating prediction tasks, the systems are typically evaluated using predictive accu-
racy measures, where the predicted ratings are compared directly with actual user ratings
[76]. In other words, these evaluations measure how close the predicted ratings are to the
true user ratings. The predictive accuracy error metrics commonly applied here include
the mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE), root mean squared error
(RMSE), and normalised mean absolute (NMAE) metrics. MSE and RMSE use squared
deviations to measure the differences between the actual ratings and predicted ratings, and
thus the results emphasise large prediction errors. MAE is the average difference between
the predicted and actual ratings for a given set of items.
In contrast, Top-N recommendation tasks are usually evaluated via classification
accuracy measures, in which the correct and incorrect decisions that a recommender
system makes are examined [44, 121]. The performance of Top-N task can be directly
measured by common methodologies based on accuracy metrics (i.e., precision and recall)
[23]. Precision and recall are the basic measures for information retrieval effectiveness.
They are applied to evaluate the relevant and irrelevant items in recommendation tasks
[97]. In the field of information retrieval, Precision(P ) is the fraction of retrieved
documents that are relevant, defined by Equation 2.2. Recall(R) is the fraction of relevant
documents that are retrieved, shown by Equation 2.3 [41, 72].
Precision(P ) =
|{relevantdocuments} ∩ {retrieveddocuments}|
|{retrieveddocuments}| (2.2)
Recall(R) =
|{relevantdocuments} ∩ {retrieveddocuments}|
|{relevantdocuments}| (2.3)
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However, precision and recall are computed using unordered sets of documents. In
order to evaluate the ranked retrieval results, these measures can be evaluated at a given
cut-off rank in the result list and only the topmost results are considered and returned by
the system. This measure is called precision at N and recall at N [22, 28, 97, 107]. They
are thus defined as:
P@N =
r
n
, (2.4)
Recall@N =
r
R
, (2.5)
where the value of N is the number of documents selected based on an assumption about
how many the user will view, and r is the number of relevant documents that have been
retrieved at rank N. R denotes the total number of relevant documents.
Other classification accuracy metrics that relate precision and recall and can be ap-
plied for evaluating the Top-N recommendations include Mean Average Precision (MAP),
a popular metric for search engines which is applied to calculate the mean of the average
precision of all users [97, 99], and F1measure or F1score, which tries to combine preci-
sion and recall into a single score by computing different types of means for both metrics
[36, 44, 47, 97].
Since recommender systems have to deal with the growth of data and are expected
to provide rapid recommendations, computational efficiency is another important factor
in evaluating the recommender algorithms [36, 44]. A common approach to evaluate the
efficiency of a recommender algorithm is to measure the amount of processing time or
response time needed to generate a single recommendation. Big-O notation is widely used
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in computer science to describe the performance or complexity of an algorithm based on
its running time [11]. It is a useful method to analyse algorithms for efficiency. Shi et al.
[99] utilised Big-O notation concept to evaluate the efficiency of their algorithms. Another
approach is using higher performance hardware. However, the efficiency evaluation plays
a less important role than the effectiveness evaluation for a recommendation approach.
Although the accuracy of recommendations is important, there are many other fac-
tors that can affect user satisfaction. Users have different experiences and needs while
using a recommender system. Even if a recommender system generates highly accurate
recommendations, some users might find that the system makes unhelpful and boring
suggestions. Therefore, other facets for recommender evaluation should be considered,
such as coverage, confidence, trust, novelty, serendipity, diversity, risk, robustness and
privacy [98].
Coverage evaluation measures the percentage of items for which a recommender
system is capable of making a prediction or recommendation to users [34]. Novel and
serendipitous evaluation are used to calculate the degree to which a system offers items
that are both attractive and surprising to users. Confidence and trust measurements deter-
mine the extent to which a system provides reasonable recommendations and helps users
to make effective decisions. Diversity evaluations examine the sum, average, minimum
and/or maximum distances between item pairs and measure the value of adding new items
to recommendation lists [36, 44].
There are many different evaluation metrics that can be applied to recommender
systems, but these tend to be specific to the research problems being investigated in
each particular study. Applying proper evaluation metrics may result in better-quality
recommender systems. The evaluation of the proposed recommendation approaches will
be discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter has reviewed existing studies related to user profiling and recommender
systems. The goal of user profiling is to collect information about the subjects or topics
in which a given user is interested. User profiles are the main source of information
through which personalisation systems can learn about users’ interests or preferences. As
the literature review indicates, information about the interests of users can be obtained
either by asking users direct questions (commonly called explicit feedback) or by indirect
means (referred to as implicit feedback).
Most personalised recommendations have focused on achieving recommendation
accuracy. A major challenge within user profiling is how user profiles can be constructed
that accurately reflect users’ preferences. This includes the question of how to obtain
new users’ preferences if the available information is limited. Besides using ratings data,
additional information about users and items can be harnessed to enhance the performance
of recommender systems and address problems, such as the cold-start problem and the
sparsity problem. Recently, the usage of item taxonomy has been emphasised by many
researchers seeking to improve recommendation performance and alleviate the cold-start
problem. Taxonomy information is expensive to gather, but it is considered to be better
structured and more widely applicable than standard item content information. In addi-
tion, a few studies suggest the use of a language model with the information retrieval (IR)
method to solve recommendation-related problems, as proposed here.
The following chapters will extend existing knowledge by offering effective ap-
proaches to using item taxonomy information to obtain the personal preferences of a user
when user rating data and profile information are limited. Furthermore, new methods
based on the use to taxonomy information for improving performance in recommender
systems will also be examined in this thesis.
Chapter 3
ACQUIRING USER INFORMATION NEEDS
BY CONCEPT HIERARCHY
Acquiring information about user preferences is an important task because it is the ini-
tial step in building personalised recommendations. Every recommender system has
to develop a user model or a user profile that contains the personal preferences of the
user. The challenge of making personalised recommendations is the effective acquisition
of user preferences (or needs) when there is limited personal data about users, such as
when new users have only rated a small number of items [19, 102]. The system cannot
generate accurate recommendations for these users, which is commonly called the cold-
start problem.
A variety of techniques to solve this problem have been developed, such as discov-
ering user preferences from user interaction with specific items [7], maintaining a user
profile, building a model of user preferences to identify the needs of individual users
[48], or using additional information about users, such as gender, age, and geographical
location and items, such as genres, products categories, keywords, and product descrip-
tions [32, 57, 75, 85]. In addition to using ratings data to capture users’ item preferences,
item taxonomic information is another popular textual source of information and provides
an alternative data source for acquiring user preferences [67]. Taxonomy information is
used widely on e-commerce sites. Item taxonomy contains a set of categories or topics
designed by web managers or website experts based on their personal experiences. Items
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can be described or classified according to sets of categories or topics.
This thesis provides a unique method to solve the cold-start problem, an alternative
way to deal with uncertainties when acquiring user preferences. Instead of utilising user
ratings, this thesis proposes a novel concept hierarchy model to determine user interest
in items according to taxonomic concepts that the user uses and which relate to the items
in question. The user preferences and item content can be represented as a user concept
hierarchy and item concept hierarchy, respectively. This chapter proposes using item
taxonomic information as domain-specific knowledge.
3.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Most recommender systems make recommendations based on users’ item preferences,
which are extracted from user ratings data. The performance of recommender systems
is diminished when they have only a few ratings or insufficient personal data. The
recommender systems cannot surmise the relationship between users and items when
there is insufficient information, such as the first time a new user visits a system or when
a new item is added and has no ratings data available. The challenge in this context is
how to obtain the personal preferences of new users when the systems have insufficient
information with which to generate high-quality personalised recommendations. This
requires the development of new techniques to alleviate the problem and produce better
recommendations.
In addition, user preferences involve fuzzy information or knowledge. Fuzzy knowl-
edge can be defined as information or concepts that are vague, imprecise, uncertain, or
ambiguous in nature. Most users do not know how to describe exactly what they want or
choose the right information to fits their personal needs. Consequently, the systems cannot
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accurately capture user preferences or needs, which leads to poor recommendations.
Therefore, to profile users accurately, we must discover how to help them to accurately
identify their own needs from the fuzzy information in their minds.
In addition to using ratings, other factors that can be used to learn user preferences,
such as their topics of interest, the order of items in the recommended item list, or the
users’ taxonomic topic interests [44, 67, 111, 121]. To address the problem, additional
information about the users or items must be exploited [75, 85]. This thesis demonstrates
how to item taxonomic information to identify user information needs and preferences to
support user profiling and to help deal with the aforementioned recommendation-making
problems.
3.2 NOTATIONS AND BACKGROUND
Before delving into algorithmic details, this thesis provides the theoretical background
and definitions that are relevant to this research and used in subsequent chapters. An
overview of concept taxonomy, basic notation and the concept hierarchy model are out-
lined in the next section.
3.2.1 An Overview of Concept Taxonomy
Item taxonomic information is based on a set of categories or topics that can be used
to classify and describe items in a hierarchical structure, from coarse-grained classes to
fine-grained classes. Item taxonomy is often described in product descriptions, which are
provided by domain experts [46, 67] and designed to help users find their preferred items
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomic information for item representation concepts (or categories)
or products easily and quickly. One of the main advantages of taxonomy is that cate-
gory correlations within item taxonomies represent the hierarchical relationship between
categories. There are also other advantages, including implicit feedback data, standard
vocabularies and the fact that it is not vague [67]. In addition, a taxonomy’s hierarchical
structure can also reflect users’ topics of interests, from general topics of interest at the
root nodes to specific topics of interest at the leaf nodes [52]. This enables user interest
in items to be linked with the taxonomic information of those items. In short, information
on a user and his or her preferences can be learned from an item’s taxonomic information.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of concept taxonomy. There are two users who
gave ratings to the items. Each item can be described or classified with multiple de-
scriptors, each containing a set of categories (or concepts) that form a path in the concept
taxonomy (see the right side of Figure 3.1). In general, product categories can be naturally
organised into hierarchies, where the root category of a hierarchy (e.g., a tree) is the most
general and the categories become more specific towards the leaves.
In a tree structure, one branch tree may have the category name computer technology
as the concept and the child categories of programming, database and web application
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as sub-concept, and another branch may have the concept name business and the sub-
concepts of marketing and management. To clearly show the proposed concept hier-
archy approach, we assume that item represents a product and each concept represents
a category. Additionally, the nodes in the concept taxonomy represent concepts (or
product categories). The concepts start generally at the root node of the hierarchy and
become more specific towards the leaves. Therefore, it is possible that the affinity of
user preferences to one item can be linked by concept taxonomy to some of that item’s
connections.
3.2.2 Basic Notation
To clearly show the proposed concept hierarchy, formal definitions of some other concepts
and entities relating to item taxonomy are listed below:
• Users: U= {u1, u2, . . . , um} is a set of users, where ui ∈ U means the user ui
who has either browsed the item or contributed ratings of the item. The aim of the
proposed recommender system is to create recommendations for a user ua, who we
call an active user or a new user.
• Items or products: B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn} is a set of items or products (e.g., books
and music tracks) that have already been rated by users ui ∈ U . Items bk ∈ B are
represented by descriptors.
• Explicit ratings: Rik denotes the users ui who express their opinion about items
bk via ratings. Rik indicates the preference by user ui of item bk, where high values
mean stronger preferences. Users ui can express their preferences for items in
numeric form. That is, value 0 indicates a user’s dissatisfaction with the item and
a value of 1 or greater indicates their satisfaction with the item. In this thesis, the
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explicit rating Rik values between 1 and 10 are utilised to conduct the experiments.
• Item preferences: A user’s preferred items can be classified into two groups:
explicit item preferences and implicit item preferences. Explicit item preferences
are collected from users when they directly express how much they like an item
on numeric number scale (i.e. explicit item rating). Implicit item preferences are
automatically obtained from each user’s behaviour or navigation. This is usually
represented by a set of binary numbers (0, 1) called implicit ratings. Implicit item
preferences do not give a clear indication of a user tastes, opinions, or potential
emotional involvement with items in the system. However, it is assumed that if a
user clicks on an item, they have some kind of interest in it, even if they do not like
it.
• Concept taxonomy: T is a pair (C, ‘is− a′), where C = {c1, c2, . . . , cw} is a set of
concepts (or categories), and the concept correlations within item taxonomies are
organised in a tree or hierarchical structure. The ‘is-a’ relationship represents the
hierarchical relationship between concepts. For example, cx is-a cy (or cy > cx),
which means cy is a super-concept of cx, and cx is a sub-concept of cy. Typically,
concepts can express either broad (super, or general) categories or narrow (sub or
specific) categories. The root concept node is the most general concept, and the
concepts become more specific towards the leaf nodes within the concept taxonomy.
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Figure 3.2: The concept correlations within the item taxonomy represent the hierarchical
relationship between concepts
Figure 3.2 shows an example of concept correlations within an item taxonomy that
represent the hierarchical relationship between concepts. Supposing that the book
b2 in Figure 3.2 is associated with the three item taxonomic descriptors: d1 =
{c0, c1, c2, c4}, d2 = {c0, c1, c3, c5}, d3 = {c0, c1, c3, c6, c7}, the item b2 can be
described or classified by eight taxonomic concept c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 and c7.
Within the item taxonomy tree, the taxonomic concepts correlations of the given
item b2, which can be described as book, is a root category or concept; also, book is
a super-concept of Computers&Technology. The one sub-concept of the leaf nodes
is Java, which is the most specific concept in the item taxonomy tree.
• Item taxonomic descriptors: Dbk = {d1, d2, . . . , dv} is a set of item descriptors
where each descriptor is a sequence of concepts based on the concept taxonomy
relation T . As shown in Figure 3.3, item bk can usually be described or classified
using item taxonomic descriptors. An item can be described with multiple descrip-
tors. For example, book b2 Java Programming in Figure 3.3 has the following three
item taxonomic descriptors:
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d1 = Books > Computers&Technology > Programming > Introductory
d2 = Books > Computers&Technology > Programming > Languages&Tools > Java
d3 = Books > Computers&Technology > Web&Design > Programming Languages
That is, Db2 = {d1, d2, d3}.
Figure 3.3: The example list of items with their taxonomic descriptors
3.3 A FRAMEWORK FOR THE CONCEPT HIERARCHY MODEL
This section describes the proposed approach of a concept hierarchy to obtain user prefer-
ences or information. We also present a method to evaluate the importance of concepts in
a concept hierarchy. The main objective of this thesis is to enhance personalised recom-
mendation approaches. Typically, most recommender systems make recommendations
based on ratings that users have assigned to items. However, because the amount of user
ratings data is insufficient to capture user preferences, other information about users and
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items can be used to learn and obtain user preferences.
Inspired by the approach of Ziegler et al. [121] and Weng et al. [111], this thesis
provides an effective way to summarise useful knowledge about existing items, which
significantly contributes to the cold-start problem. To formalise the problems, this thesis
focuses on using item taxonomic information as domain-specific knowledge. The struc-
tural information of the taxonomy tree structure and the relationship between users and
items according to the taxonomic categories utilised by users are taken into consideration
when generating a new structure to determine user preferences (or needs).
This thesis proposes an effective novel framework for using the concept hierarchy
model to gauge the interest a user ua has in an item bk according to a set of taxonomic
concepts that the user interacts with and the item has. The rationale for this is that users
may have interest in common concepts, even though they have not rated the same items.
We provide a method to help systems perform the same role as human beings, in that it
allows them to make assumptions and extrapolate a person’s interests and abilities from
limited information. Some information is more useful than others. For example, from
knowing that a person has shown an interest in a toddler’s book about counting, it would
be a sound assumption that this person has children in his or her life and would therefore
also be interested in a whole range of products and topics or categories related to children.
Instead of representing user preferences using only ratings data, the system can learn
these preferences (or interests) through the concept taxonomy of items in two directions
of the hierarchy: vertical and horizontal. The basic idea of a concept hierarchy is that a
user has preferences that should be associated with concepts in both dimensions of the
hierarchy to reflect the fact that user preferences are broader than single items. The ver-
tical direction describes concept relations as ‘is-a’ (general to more specific) relationship
between concepts, and the horizontal direction describes a sequence of concepts. A user’s
interest in the concepts on the horizontal span (on the same level) indicates his or her
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preferred concepts and provides a list of priorities.
Figure 3.4: An example fragment of an item taxonomy extracted from item taxonomic
descriptors
For example, in Figure 3.4, in the domain of books, we have a concept Comput-
ers&Technology and sub-concepts Web&Design, Programming, Microsoft, etc. in which
Web&Design, Programming or Microsoft have an ‘is-a’ concept relationship with Com-
puters&Technology. A user may like both Computers& Technology and Web&Design
from a general interest to a more specific interest (vertical). As there are three sub-
concepts, Web&Design, Microsoft and Programming, at the same horizontal concept
level, the user may like both Web&Design and Programming, but might regard Web&Design
as more important than Programming, based on their interest in the concept from a
specific interest to a more general interest. In other words, the interests of the user in
each concept are a user’s horizontal list of concept priorities. It is convenient for users to
describe what they want in the concept hierarchy without any value or weight. Therefore,
user preferences can be represented by the user concept hierarchy. Likewise, the relevance
of the item to the taxonomic concepts can be represented by the item concept hierarchy.
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This model provides a novel structure for new users to approximate their needs in
a two-dimensional hierarchy. We can easily transfer a set of rated items into a concept
hierarchy using item taxonomic information. As such, this model is also applicable to
new users who have only rated a few items.
3.3.1 The Definition of Concept Hierarchy
To better understand how to construct the representation of the user and the item based on
concept hierarchy, the following concepts must be included:
Figure 3.5: An example of item concepts taxonomy transferred into a concept hierarchy
model
• Concept preferences: user interests or preferences for concepts or categories of
items. Concept preferences record a user’s preferred concepts and can be obtained
explicitly or implicitly. Explicit concept preferences can be represented as a set of
keywords, categories, topics or concepts provided directly by the users. The users
can explicitly declare which topics they are interested in, such as through search
queries or concept/category interests defined in his or her user profile. Implicit
concept preferences can be represented by a set of keywords that are extracted from
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the content or taxonomic concepts of the items that the user clicks, buys, browses,
rates, or tags. The implicit concept preferences are generated automatically based
on user behaviours.
• The concept hierarchy H = {L1, L2, . . . , Lp} is defined as a set of concept levels
where each level Li ∈ H includes a sequence of concepts. Level Li can be assigned
to each node in the concept taxonomy. The first level starts from the root node.
The level number of root node is defined as 1, and the number of the other levels
increases towards the leaf nodes by one plus the level of its parent. The user
preferences in the concept taxonomy ci can be described in two directions of the
hierarchy H .
In the vertical hierarchy, because the relationship between concepts is an ‘is-a’
relationship, L1 is the top level, or parent node, that describes the most general
concepts and Lp is the bottom level that describes the most specific concepts. We
can indicate that the interest of the user ua to the concept taxonomy ci in the top
level of the hierarchy is more general, and it becomes more specific towards the
lower levels or leaf nodes. Given that concept cy > cx or cx is-a cy, that means
cy appears in one of the upper levels and cx appears in one of the lower levels, or
the leaves. Horizontally, the interest of the user in each concept can be indicate by
his or her list of concept priorities. On the same level of the hierarchy, the order
of the concepts on the list is stored and sorted from left to right according to their
importance. When two concepts ca, cb ∈ C are on the same level, a user may be
more interested in cb than ca.
Figure 3.5 gives an example of how to generate a concept hierarchy from item
taxonomic descriptors. Given an item taxonomic descriptor dx = c1 > c2 > ... >
ct, if ci is in level Lx, then ci+1 will be in level Lx+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1. In Figure
3.5, there are three item taxonomic descriptors given to the item b2:
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d1 = < c0, c1, c2, c4 >;
d2 = < c0, c1, c3, c5 >;
d3 = < c0, c1, c3, c6, c7 >.
There are five concept levels that can be extracted. At each level Li, the horizontal
order of concepts on the list is sorted from left to right according to the frequency
of the concepts occurrence in descriptors:
L0 = {c0};
L1 = {c1};
L2 = {c3, c2};
L3 = {c4, c5, c6};
L4 = {c7}
Please note that the concept c0, books, is the common root concept and we assign
c0 in L0. In this paper, we ignore c0 and start the meaningful concepts from L1.
Therefore, the concept structure starts from L1 to Lp.
3.4 REPRESENTING ITEMS IN A CONCEPT HIERARCHY
Taxonomic information provides an important information source about items and users.
Because an item bk ∈ B can generate the taxonomic descriptors Dbk that characterise
users’ item preferences, the users are likely to be interested in the set of taxonomic
concepts associated with those items. Typically, item taxonomy is described in product
(or item) taxonomic descriptors. An item’s taxonomic descriptor is a set sequence of
taxonomic concepts that are organised into ‘is-a’ hierarchies, where the root category
of the hierarchy is the most general category and the categories become more specific
towards the leaves. Each item can be described according to a set of taxonomic concepts.
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The hierarchical structure of a taxonomy provides the constructive knowledge for finding
the relationship of an item to a taxonomic topic.
One purpose of this thesis is to be able to solve the new item cold-start problem. To
do so, it proposes item representation based on a concept hierarchy model, an item concept
hierarchy. It provides a new structure for representing the relevance of item bk ∈ B to
the set of taxonomic concepts ci ∈ C in the two-dimensional hierarchy. This adjustment
to the item concept hierarchy model captures user preferences faster than waiting for
them to input ratings. The proposal in this thesis enhances item concept hierarchy by
examining individual items’ taxonomic concepts or categories. The following factors
should be considered when generating the weight of a taxonomic concept ci ∈ C for the
representation of the item bk ∈ B in concept hierarchy Hbk :
- The structural information of an item’s taxonomic concept or category hierarchy.
Based on the hierarchical relationship between taxonomic concepts, when the two taxo-
nomic concepts cx, cy ∈ C are organised into ‘is-a’ relationships in hierarchies, cx is-a
cy; therefore, cx is a sub-concept of cy and cy is a super-concept of cx. Also, cy appears
in one of the upper levels of the hierarchy and cx appear in one of the lower levels. If
cx expresses a more specific concept than cy, then cx and other concepts at the leaves or
lower levels should have a higher weight value than cy and general concepts at the root
node or the upper level within the concept taxonomic tree structure.
- The frequency of a taxonomic topic’s occurrence on the same level of the hierarchy.
The horizontal importance of the concepts for an item bk can be determined using the
frequency of each taxonomic concept ci occurring in item taxonomic descriptorsDbk . For
example, the three concepts cx, cy, cz ∈ C are on the same level Lv (horizontal) of the
hierarchy. If concept cy appears more frequently on the same level Lv than concept cx and
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cz, then cy is more important than cx, cz and other concepts on the same level of hierarchy.
cy will then be organised as the first concept in the concepts’s horizontal list of priorities.
The concepts stored on the same level are ordered from left to right according to their
importance. Therefore, cy should have a higher weight value than the taxonomic concepts
that occur less frequently in Dbk .
3.4.1 A Framework for Item Representation based on Concept Hierarchy
Figure 3.6: The framework for an item’s representation based on concept hierarchy model
Figure 3.6 shows the framework for the item representation based on concept hierarchy.
To generate an item’s concept hierarchy Hbk , the input is the taxonomic concept C within
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the item’s taxonomic descriptors Dbk . In this scenario, we assume that a new user has
rated only a few items. A given set of rated items can be represented in an item concept
hierarchy, as previously discussed. Given an item descriptor dx = c1 > c2 > ... > ct,
if ci is in level Lx, then ci+1 will be in level Lx+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1. The horizontal
order of concepts in hierarchy is sorted based on the frequency of the concept’s presence
in its descriptors. The vertical order of concepts on the list in the hierarchy is sorted based
on the hierarchical relationships between each concept. The relationship of item bk to
taxonomic concept ci can be measured by the weight of how much the item bk is related
to taxonomic concept ci. The weight of concept ci can be computed by integrating the
concept’s weights in the two directions of the hierarchy.
The output is the item concept hierarchy. The item concept hierarchy Hbk represents
the relevance of the item bk and the taxonomic concept ci in the two dimensions of the
hierarchy H . The item concept hierarchy is characterised by a vector of dimension |C|.
Each entry represents the relationship of the item bk to the taxonomic concept ci in two-
dimensional hierarchy H . The profile of an item bk is defined as a vector
−→
bk of weights
for each concept. The process of computing the concept weight for an item bk based on
concept hierarchy H is described in subsection 3.4.2.
3.4.2 The Construction of the Item Concept Hierarchy
This section describes the processes for measuring the relevance of an item bk to a taxo-
nomic concept ci in the concept hierarchy model. The three main steps to construct the
item concept hierarchy are shown below. Figure 3.7 shows the overview of the processes
to calculate the concept weight of an item bk based on the concept hierarchy model.
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Figure 3.7: An overview of the steps required to generate the weight of taxonomic
concepts for the representation of an item based on the concept hierarchy
Step 1: Defining the vertical importance of levels in the hierarchy
The structural information of the taxonomic tree structure is considered when defin-
ing the weight of the vertical taxonomic concepts of the hierarchy for an item bk. The
weight value of each vertical taxonomic concept is based on the weight of its level in the
hierarchy. Given an item descriptor dx = c1 > c2 > ... > ct, if ci is in level Lx, then
ci+1 will be in level Lx+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t − 1. The relationship between each vertical
taxonomic concept cv ∈ C of the hierarchy is an ‘is-a’ relationship, the root concept of
a hierarchy (i.e. the tree) is the most general category and the concepts become more
specific towards the leaves. Therefore, the set of concepts cv ∈ C in the leaf nodes will
have a higher weight value than the taxonomic concepts on the top level.
Hbk = {L1, L2, . . . , Lp} is a concept hierarchy for the item bk, and µLv is the most
important factor of level v in the hierarchy. The weight of concept cv in each level Lv of
the hierarchy for item bk is defined according to the values of µLv . This thesis uses the
following constraints to decide the values of µLv :
µLp = 1;
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µLv > µLv−1 ; and
µLv = (v × µLp)/p
For all v = 1, 2, . . . , p, where p is the maximum level of the hierarchy Hbk , µLp has the
highest value of the concept levels.
Figure 3.8: An example of taxonomic concepts organised into the hierarchical structure
For example, there are three-item taxonomic descriptors given to item b2: d1 =
{c1, c2, c4}, d2 = {c1, c3, c5} and d3 = {c1, c3, c6, c7}. There are four vertical levels in
the hierarchy Hb2 = {L1, L2, L3, L4} as follows: L1 = {c1}, L2 = {c3, c3, c2}, L3 =
{c4, c5, c6} and L4 = {c7}. Based on the concept hierarchical structure H of item b2 in
Figure 3.7, the maximum level of the hierarchy Hb2 is p = 4; thus, µL4 = 1 and the
weight of c7 = 1. Based on the above constraints, the weight of c4, c5 and c6 on the upper
level L3 can be computed as µL3 = (3 × µL4)/4 = 0.75. The concept weight of c2 and
c3 in level L2 can be computed as µL2 = (2× µL4)/4 = 0.5. The concept weight of c1 in
level L1 can be computed as µL1 = (1× µL4)/4 = 0.25.
Step 2: Defining the horizontal importance of concepts in the hierarchy
The concept weight ch is defined by the horizontal order of the concept. On the
same level, Lv, concepts are sorted from left to right according to their importance. The
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first concept (whose index number is 0) in the sequence is the most important one, and
concepts on the left side are more important than those on the right side. For item bk,
the order of concepts is determined by the frequency of the concept’s presence in item
taxonomy descriptors. The frequency of the concepts on the same level Lv for item bk
can be computed by counting. The most frequent concept becomes the first concept in the
sequence.
Likewise, if the concept ch appears more frequently than other taxonomic concepts,
ch will have a higher weight than the taxonomic concepts that occur less frequently. This
thesis defines λch to represent the horizontal importance of concept ch, which is calculated
as follows:
λch =
1
2h
, (3.1)
where h is the horizontal index number of concepts ch in the concept sequence in level
Lv, h ≥ 0.
For example, the item b2 has the three taxonomic descriptors Db2: d1 = {c1, c2, c4},
d2 = {c1, c3, c5} and d3 = {c1, c3, c6, c7}. There are four vertical levels in the hierar-
chy; therefore, Hb2 = {L1, L2, L3, L4} as follows: L1 = {c1}, L2 = {c3, c3, c2}, L3 =
{c4, c5, c6} and L4 = {c7}. At each level Lv, the concepts are sorted and organised from
left to right according to the frequency of their occurrence. In level L2, if the concept c3
appears more frequently than c2, then c3 will be stored and organised as the first concept
and c2 will be next in the sequence. Thus, the horizontal order of the concepts for item b2
can be stored and organised as: L1 = {c1}, L2 = {c3, c2}, L3 = {c4, c5, c6}, and L4 = {c7}.
Based on the above constraints, the weight value of concept c3 can be calculated as λc1 =
1 and c2 can be calculated as λc2 = 0.5, based on their importance.
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Step 3: Defining the vertical and horizontal importance of concepts in the hierarchy
for a given item
The concept’s weight in the two-dimensional hierarchy for the given item bk can
be calculated by integrating the concept’s weight in the two directions of the hierarchy:
vertical and horizontal. The weight value of each concept ci in Lv at the order h for the
item bk can be calculated as:
cwHbk (v, h) = µLv × λch , (3.2)
where cwHbk (v, h) is the concept hierarchy weight ci in level v at the order h.
Step 4: Transforming an item’s concept hierarchy into a profile vector of concepts
for that item
For the given item bk, its content (or profile) can be described in terms of a concept
hierarchy. To measure the similarity between an active user and an item according to
the two profile vectors, we represent the corresponding concept hierarchy H as a profile
vector of concepts for the item bk. We further normalise the concept hierarchy weight for
each item by using the min-max normalisation technique. The following equation is used
to normalise the weight of the concept at position h in level Lv for the item profile vector.
cw′Hbk (v, h) =
cwHbk (v, h)−min(x,y)∈Hbk (cwHbk (x, y))
max(x,y)∈Hbk (cwHbk (x, y))−min(x,y)∈Hbk (cwHbk (x, y))
, (3.3)
where cw′Hbk (v, h) is the normalised weight of concept ci in level v at the order h on
hierarchy Hbk for the item bk, while cwHbk (v, h) is the weight of concept ci for the item bk
in level v at the order h of the hierarchy H . If min(x,y)∈Hbk (cwHbk (x, y)) is the minimum
concept weight value in the item’s concept hierarchy Hbk , max(x,y)∈Hbk (cwHbk (x, y)) is
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the maximum concept weight value in the item concept hierarchy Hbk .
Finally, each item’s concept hierarchy is characterised by a vector of dimension |C|.
A profile vector of concepts for item bk is represented as
−→
bk = (cw
′
Hbk
(1, 1), ..., cw′Hbk
(1, 2), ..., cw′Hbk (p, 1), ...). Each entry cw
′
Hbk
(i, j) in
−→
bk represents the weight of each
concept relevant to the item bk in the concept hierarchy Hbk . The interestingness of item
bk to an active user ua based on two profile vectors can then be calculated using the cosine
similarity measurement.
3.5 THE DIRECT ACQUISITION OF USER PREFERENCES
The initial step in creating personalised recommendations is acquiring user preferences.
Each user profile describes user interests and preferences, such as item or topic prefer-
ences. Because ratings data are difficult to obtain and insufficient at capturing user pref-
erences, many existing recommender system researchers are exploring new techniques to
utilise the limited available user information and other information sources regarding item
content. For example, existing studies have exploited the relationships between users’
item preferences, the taxonomy of the given item and the user ratings data to generate
user taxonomic preferences under the assumption that if users have similar taxonomic
preferences, they must have similar content interests [111, 121].
Since the users’ ratings on the items correspond to their preferences for items, they
might reveal some aspects of the item which involve with its contents or descriptions.
Therefore, how to exploit these aspects to enhance the personalised item recommendation
making and represent the users’ preferences in more meaningful concept. Item taxonomic
information is another information source that can be used to determine user preferences.
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Each user is likely to be interested in the corresponding sets of taxonomic concepts
associated with an item. For example, a new user who has given a four-star rating to
a children’s book about Iron Man may also be interested in a toy Batman.
One purpose of this thesis is to be able to gain information about the new users faster
than ratings allow. By speeding up the acquisition of user preference data, a recommender
system can start cross-selling products sooner. If the system can estimate user preferences
using sets of taxonomic concepts of these items that are utilised by active users, it will be
able to estimate the interest of the new user in those items. The impact of the cold-start
problem is therefore significantly reduced.
In contrast to the work of Ziegler et al.’s and Weng et al.’s works [111, 121], this
thesis proposes a concept hierarchy model to obtain user preferences and needs, which
is called an active user concept hierarchy. This model also provides a new structure in
which new users can approximate their needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy. Instead of
calculating a new or active user’s preferences by using ratings data, the user’s preferences
are characterised by a set of taxonomic concepts that make a calculated guess at their
interest in a concept (or category).
The relationships between users and items are calculated according to a set of taxo-
nomic concepts T . Any item that the user interacts with is attached to his or her profile,
and the taxonomy of that item is exploited to find the user’s concept hierarchy preferences.
The more items the user interacts with, the more precise the preferences become. In this
way, the structural information of the taxonomy tree is utilised to calculate the weight of
taxonomic concept preference in both directions of the hierarchy for a given user.
In this thesis, the user’s explicit feedback is taken into consideration when obtaining
new users’ concept preferences in a two-dimensional hierarchy. We utilise this option to
solve the problem of users being confronted with uncertain information. Many websites
that have a recommender system allow users to explicitly declare the concepts they are
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interested in. In this scenario, the system allows users to explicitly declare which concepts
(rather than items) they are interested in through the concept hierarchy. Users provide
their preferred concepts level by level in the direction of the hierarchy. At each horizontal
level of the hierarchy, they list the order of their preferred concepts. The model of the
user’s preferences or the user profile can then be represented by the user concept hierar-
chy. This approach takes the following two factors into consideration when designing a
technique to compute the weight value of taxonomic concepts in the hierarchy for a new
user:
- The user’s vertical concept preferences in hierarchy. According to the interests of
a user in concepts in hierarchy from general to more specific, if the relationship between
concepts cx, cy ∈ C is an ‘is-a’ relationship and cy > cx, cx is-a cy, so that cy is a super-
concept of cx and cx is a sub-concept of cy. That means that cx expresses a more specific
concept than cy. If a user ua is more interested in cx than cy, cx is more likely to be the
users’ specific concept of interest. Therefore, the weight value of concept cx should be
higher than the taxonomic concept cy or other general (high-level) concepts.
- The user’s horizontal concept preferences in hierarchy. A user’s horizontal concept
preferences indicate his or her preferred concepts in order of priority. When two concepts
cx, cy ∈ C are on the same level of the hierarchy, a user may like both cx and cy, but cy
might be regarded as more important than cx. Therefore, the order of the concept in the
list at the same level cy will be considered the first priority, followed by cx. cy should have
higher weight value than cx.
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3.5.1 A Framework for Acquiring New User Information Needs Based on Concept
Hierarchy
Figure 3.9: The framework for acquiring new user information needs based on concept
hierarchy
Figure 3.9 shows a framework of acquiring new user information needs based on the
concept hierarchy model. Given an active user represents a new user. The purpose of
this framework is to obtain a user’s preferences when there is limited about new user
information, and to build his or her preferences more accurately by utilising the item’s
vertical and horizontal taxonomic hierarchy of items. This reduces the impact of the cold-
start problem, which in turn increases the quality of neighbourhood forming when there
are a small number of item ratings in the system.
The best way to generate a new user’s profile for concept hierarchy recommender
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systems is to encourage the direct input of his or her interests. This list of concepts and
the order of concepts in the list represent the user’s preferred list of concept. They are
acquired directly by asking the user to choose or declare his or her preferred concepts
in two dimensions of the hierarchy. This method benefits users who are confronted by
uncertain regarding their information needs. This includes enhancing the accuracy of
user profiles, thereby resulting in higher quality recommendations.
In some applications of this novel approach to the concept hierarchy model, the user
may have a combination of explicit and implicit preferences, or possibly only implicit
ones. Regardless of whether a user provides explicit preferences, the value of implicit
preferences can be enhanced by this model of utilising horizontal and vertical item taxo-
nomic information. We provide the method to perform the same role as a human being.
Instead of asking users to explicitly describe their concepts of interest, in this thesis we
view the selected users in the testing set as the new user (or the active user).
For each active user ua, the user’s concept hierarchy preference can be obtained from
the items that were rated by the test users. The horizontal order of concepts are extracted
and sorted according to their frequency in the rated items’ taxonomic descriptors. The ver-
tical concepts are sorted based on the hierarchical relationships between each taxonomic
concept. The weight of how interested the active user ua will be in the concept ci and can
be computed by integrating the concept weight in two dimensions of the hierarchy.
The output is an active user profile. Each active user profile contains the user’s
personal concept hierarchy preferences Hua . The active user concept hierarchy Hua rep-
resents each active user ua’s preference in each concept ci in two dimensions of hierarchy
H . Then, the active user’s personal concept hierarchy preference can be characterised by
a vector of dimension |C|, in which each entry represents the preference of the active user
ua in a concept ci in the concept hierarchy H . The profile of an active user ua can be
defined as vector −→ua of weights for each concept. The process of generating the active
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user concept hierarchy is provided in more detail in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.2 Representations of the Active User Concept Hierarchy
Directly acquiring a user’s preferences with the proposed structure helps new users by
enabling the system to learn their needs. When a system allows users to explicitly declare
which concepts (rather than items) they are interested in, a concept hierarchy can be
immediately built for that user. Users provide their preferred concepts vertical, or level by
level in the hierarchy. At each horizontal level of the hierarchy, the order of the preferred
concepts is listed. This model provides a structure for new users to approximate their
needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy. The objective of this model is to solve a new user
cold-start problem and reduce the problem of users being confronted with uncertain in
their information needs. This section describes the steps to measure the importance of
concepts in the concept hierarchy for an active user. The steps can be divided into the
four steps detailed below.
Step 1: Defining the vertical importance of levels in the hierarchy
We first evaluate the vertical importance of levels in the hierarchy to define the
concept weight cv in each level Lv of the hierarchy H for each active user ua. Typically,
the vertical relationships between concepts in the hierarchy are an ‘is-a’ relationships. The
basic idea of a user’s interest hierarchy is taken into consideration to measure the concept
weight of an active user’s (or new user) ua vertical reference level for each concept cv
in the hierarchy. The design obviously indicates that the concepts in the top levels are
more general and those in the bottom levels are more specific. Therefore, the concepts
cv ∈ C in leaf nodes or in the lower level of the hierarchy should have a higher weight
value than those in the top level or the root of the hierarchy, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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For example, someone showing interest in children books about Iron Man probably has a
stronger interest in the specific category of superhero books than in the broader category
of children books. For this user’s preference, the superhero books concept carries greater
weight than the children books concept.
Figure 3.10: Defining a concept’s vertical weight in the hierarchy
Let H = {L1, L2, . . . , Lp} the concept hierarchy and µLv be the vertical importance
of level v in the hierarchy. We can define the concept weight in each level Lv of the
hierarchy for the active user ua according to the values of µLv . We use the following
constraints to decide the values of µLv ,
µLp = 1;
µLv > µLv−1 ; and
µLv = (v × µLp)/p
For all v = 1, 2, . . . , p, let p be the maximum level of the hierarchy Hua , and µLp
has the highest value for the concept levels.
For example, suppose a user has browsed two books in Computers&Technology, as
illustrated in Figure 3.3. The user may be more interested in set of taxonomic concepts re-
lated to Java Programming than in the set of taxonomic concepts for Microsoft SQL Server
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2012. Assuming that the active user ua gives his or her vertical concept preference in the
hierarchy asComputers&Technology > Web&Design > Programming Languages,
respectively, the vertical level of the hierarchy for the given user ua can be defined as
Hua = {L1, L2, L3}. Based on the above constraints, the vertical importance of levels
and concepts for the user ua can be defined as the vertical importance factor and the
weight of the concept Programming Languages at level v = 3 is µL3 = 1.
The vertical importance factor and the weight of the concept Web&Design in level v = 2
and p = 3 is:
µL2 = (2× µL3)/3 = 0.67
The vertical importance factor and the weight of the concept Computers&Technology in
level v = 1 is:
µL2 = (1× µL3)/3 = 0.33
Step 2: Defining the horizontal importance of concepts in hierarchy
The user’s horizontal preferences in the concepts indicate his or her list of concept
priorities. The order of the concepts in the list is provided by the user. We evaluate the
horizontal importance of each concept to define the concept weight ch in each level Lv at
position h of the hierarchy H for each active user ua. In the same horizontal level Lv of
the hierarchy H , the concepts ch at a level Lv are sorted from left to right according to
their importance. The first concept (whose index number is 0) in the sequence is the most
important, and the concept on the left side are more important than the concepts on the
right side. The λch represents the horizontal importance of concept ch, which is calculated
as follows:
λch =
1
2h
, (3.4)
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where h is the index number of concept ch in the horizontal concept sequence in level Lv,
h ≥ 0.
For example, suppose a user browsed two books in Computers&Technology concept
(or category), he or she might be more interested in concepts of Microsoft SQL Server
2012 than in concepts relating to Java Programming, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The user
might be interested in the Microsoft concept first, then Programming and Web&Design,
according to his or her respective concept preferences. Therefore, the importance of the
Microsoft concept is higher than Programming and Web&Design. Based on the above
constraints, the weight of the concept Microsoft can be defined as λc1 = 1, Programming
can be defined as λc2 = 0.5 and Web&Design can be defined as λc3 = 0.25.
Step 3: Defining the vertical and horizontal importance of concepts in the hierarchy
for the active user
To generate the personal preferences of the active user in the concept hierarchy,
the importance value of each concept in Lv and at the position h can be calculated by
incorporating the concept’s vertical weight µLv with the concept’s horizontal weight λch
as follows:
cwHua (v, h) = µLv × λch , (3.5)
where cwHua (v, h) is the concept hierarchy weight ch in level v on the order h.
Step 4: Transforming an active user’s concept hierarchy preferences into a profile
vector of concepts for the user
Based on the above discussion, both an active user’s preferences and a new user’s
preferences can be described in a concept hierarchy. To measure the similarity between
two users or between an active user and an item based on the two profile vectors, we can
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represent the corresponding concept hierarchy H as a profile vector of concepts for user
ua. To transfer the active user ua’s concept hierarchy preferences into the active user’s
personal concepts profile vector, we further normalise the concept hierarchy weight by
using the min-max normalisation technique. The following equation is used to normalise
the weight of the concept at position h in level Lv for the active user profile vector.
cw′Hua (v, h) =
cwHua (v, h)−min(x,y)∈Hua (cwHua (x, y))
max(x,y)∈Hua (cwHua (x, y))−min(x,y)∈Hua (cwHua (x, y))
, (3.6)
where cw′Hua (v, h) is the normalised weight of concept ci in level v at the order h on
hierarchy H for the active user ua. cwHua (v, h) is the active user ua’s concept preferences
weight in level v at the order h of hierarchyH , which is called the user’s concept hierarchy
weight. If min(x,y)∈Hua (cwHua (x, y)) is the minimum concept weight value in user ua’s
concept hierarchyHua , max(x,y)∈Hua (cwHua (x, y)) is the maximum concept weight value
in user ua’s concept hierarchy Hua .
Finally, each active user’s concept hierarchy preferences can be characterised by
a vector of dimension |C|. A profile vector of concepts for active user ua is represented
by−→ua = (cw′Hua (1, 1), ..., cw′Hua (1, 2), ..., cw′Hua (p, 1), · · · ). Each entry cw′Hua (i, j) in−→ua
represents the weight of a user ua’s preference for the concept ci in level i and at the order
j on the concept hierarchy Hua . Therefore, the similarity between two users or between
users and items based on two profile vectors can then be identified by using the cosine
similarity measure.
3.5.3 Acquiring User Preferences Using the Concept Hierarchy Algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for acquiring user preferences from a few rated
items, where the input D is the collection of all descriptors in the rated items. Step 1
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initialises the levels and the number of levels, step 2 gets concepts for each level and step
4 sorts the concepts on the same level.
Algorithm 1: Acquiring user preferences using concept hierarchy
Input : D, a set of item taxonomic descriptors (vectors)
Output: H , the concept hierarchy of D
1 //initialisation;
let p = max{|d|, d ∈ D} − 1
for i=1 to p do
let Li = ∅
end
2 for i=1 to p do
for each d ∈ D do
// get i-th concept of d
if |d| > i then
let Li = Li ∪ {di}
end
end
end
3 let H = {L1, L2, ..., Lp}
4 for each Li ∈ H do
for each c ∈ Li do
calculate its frequency in D
end
Sort Li in descending order based on these frequencies
end
3.6 THE ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED TAXONOMY-BASED
APPROACH
To address recommendation accuracy issues related to the cold-start problem, a taxonomy-
based approach is proposed. The main idea is to utilise item taxonomic information to
share the relationships between users and items according to a set of taxonomic concepts
(or categories) with which the user interacts with and which the item has. In this section,
we explain the benefits of the proposed taxonomy-based approach, which can contribute
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significantly to alleviating these problems and improving the effectiveness of recommen-
dations.
• This thesis focuses on item taxonomy to formalise the aforementioned problems.
In the case of having limited ratings data in the system or if the user’s personal
information is difficult to obtain, item taxonomic information can be used to reflect
a user’s content preferences or interest in items, e.g., a user’s taxonomic topic
preferences. The content of an item can be represented by taxonomic categories,
keywords or topics listed in different ways. The main advantages of using item
taxonomy include the use of standard vocabularies and the implied hierarchical
relationship between topics. In addition, a taxonomy in a hierarchical structure can
also reflect user preferences in terms of topics at different levels, e.g., from a general
topic (a top node) to more specific topics. Therefore, user preferences for items can
be predicted by using a set of taxonomic concepts (or categories) associated with
an item.
• This thesis proposes a taxonomy-based approach, namely, a concept hierarchy model,
specifically designed to make recommendations to remedy the cold-start problem.
The proposed taxonomy based on the concept hierarchy model approach focuses on
the importance of topics rather than item ratings to obtain a new user’s preferences
or information needs. This method allows new users to transmit their preferences
in a concept hierarchy rather than by rating items. Based on the taxonomy in a
hierarchical structure, we learn about user preferences through the concept taxon-
omy of items in both directions of the hierarchy. The proposed taxonomy-based
concept hierarchy model provides a better structure for new users to approximate
their needs based on item descriptions, thereby gaining a more comprehensive user
concept preference profile. Likewise, when a new item is added to the system,
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and therefore lacks item ratings, the hierarchical relationship between the item’s
taxonomic concepts can be initially used to guide recommendations for the new
item. This method can be applied at the initialisation of a user profile to repre-
sent the underlying items’ categories when there is insufficient ratings data in the
system. Both user and item profiles can be represented as concept hierarchies in
the proposed approach. These two user profiles can then be used to identify the
similarities between users and items when there is a cold-start problem.
• The cold-start problem makes neighbourhood formation inaccurate, thereby result-
ing in poor recommendations. Basically, the popular collaborative filtering (CF)
algorithms make predictions or recommendations based on the k-Nearest Neigh-
bours (kNN) techniques. The kNN techniques focus on the similarity of ratings
between users (user-based) or items (item-based). The prediction accuracy of kNN
methods can be reduced when there is insufficient ratings data in the system or when
faced with the cold-start problem. The proposed taxonomy-based concept hierarchy
approach can provide another way of finding users or items with similar concept
hierarchies for a given user, even when there is no ratings data in the system. As
a result, the neighbourhood forming can be improved and becomes more accurate,
thereby resulting in a higher quality of recommendations.
• Explicit acquisition is employed to obtain user preferences. Directly acquiring a
user’s preferences with the proposed structure helps new users by enabling the
system to learn their needs. When a system allows users to explicitly declare
which concepts (rather than items) they are interested in, a concept hierarchy can
be immediately built for that user. Users vertically provide their preferred concept
in the hierarchy. At each horizontal level, they list the order of their preferred con-
cepts. It is convenient for users to describe what they want in the concept hierarchy
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by sorting sub-concepts based on their preferences without using any numerical
values or weights. We also provide the explicit method to help the systems to do
the same thing that human beings do-make assumptions and extrapolate a person’s
interests and abilities from limited information. Some information is more useful
than others.
3.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY
The chapter focused on using item taxonomic information as domain-specific knowledge
and exploiting the relationship between users and items according to the taxonomic cat-
egories utilised by users. Instead of using only ratings data, user preferences can be
characterised by a set of taxonomic concepts. We proposed two approaches that used
item taxonomic information to capture user preferences and item representations.
This chapter introduced the proposed concept hierarchy model for representing user
preferences (or needs) and item descriptions in a two-dimensional hierarchy. User pref-
erences are represented by the user concept hierarchy, and items are represented by the
item concept hierarchy. This includes a novel way of exploiting users’ explicit feedback
to solve the cold-start problem and helping users who are confronted with uncertain
regarding their information needs. This method also allows for accurate user profiling
and increases the quality and speed of recommendations. User profiles and item repre-
sentations based on the concept hierarchy model are used to make better personalised
recommendation approaches in Chapter4.
Chapter 4
MAKING PERSONALISED ITEM
RECOMMENDATIONS
One aim of this thesis is to improve the performance of personalised item recommen-
dations. The recommendation algorithm performance evaluation explained herein de-
termines whether a system accurately predicts demand and makes item recommendations
relevant to user interests. The effectiveness of a recommendation depends on the accuracy
of the users’ profile and the system’s ability to acquire data on the user information
needs. Chapter 3 discussed using item taxonomies to obtain user preferences, generally
represented in the form of user profiles. In this chapter will discussed how to utilise
the two different user profiles and item representations, based on the concept hierarchy
model, to make better personalised item recommendations.
This chapter focuses on developing new recommendation approaches to alleviate the
recommendation problems mentioned in Chapter 1 as well as to improve the quality of
item recommendations. This chapter presents two recommendation approaches that make
use of item taxonomic information. The first approach, called the item popularity and
concept hierarchy (PopCs), utilises item taxonomic information and item popularity to
improve the recommendation quality of the standard collaborative filtering (CF) systems
and alleviate the cold-start problem. The second approach, called the concept taxonomy
with language model (CTLM), is designed based on the underlying language model (LM)
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to determine how items are likely to generate what the user wants and alleviate the cold-
start problem.
4.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The purpose of item recommendations is to create a personalised ranking of items that a
user is most likely to buy [92]. The most widely used technique to create recommenda-
tions and predictions is CF. With the traditional method of creating recommendations for
the target user, the recommender retrieves items based on the past purchase information
of other users who behave similarly, known as nearest neighbours. The other users’
ratings data are then used to predict missing ratings or to create a Top-N recommendation
list for target users, i.e. new users. User ratings data is primary information for the
prediction tasks of a CF system. When there are insufficient ratings data or in the case
of a cold-start problem, the formation of the neighbourhood becomes inaccurate, poor-
quality recommendations result.
Obviously, most recommender systems cannot make recommendations without suf-
ficient prior information about the user. The difficulty in making personalised item rec-
ommendations lies in the fact that it is nearly impossible to recommend items when
information about the user is limited. Many approaches have been proposed to over-
come the cold-start problem, such as using implicit ratings or hybrid techniques. The
hybrid filtering approach combines content-based filtering and CF techniques to improve
recommendation quality.
To help solve this problem, this thesis proposes that additional information from the
items’ taxonomies be used as part of a new approach to personalise recommendations.
Because the problem with item recommendations is the search for items, the question is
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how to use item taxonomic information to develop and implement effective approaches to
determine which items match or are consistent with user preferences.
4.2 THE PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
Figure 4.1: The general framework for the proposed recommender system
Figure 4.1 shows a general framework of the proposed recommender system, assuming
the necessary taxonomic information is available. The input is taxonomic information
(e.g., a list of concepts [or product categories]) from active users and items. The output is
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a list of recommended items for each active user.
The personalised recommendation process comprises three main steps. The first is
to profile user preferences and represent the relevant concepts of each item. As discussed
in Chapter 3, the preferences of each active user ua and the representation of each item
bk profiled with the concept hierarchy. The concept hierarchy preferences of each user
and item representation can be represented by the set of concept taxonomy (or categories)
C = {c1, c2, ..., ci} in a two-dimensional hierarchy. Thus, each user’s preferences are
characterised by a vector of dimension |C|, in which each entry represents the user’s
preferences in a concept in the two-dimensional hierarchy. Based on concept hierarchy,
the representation of item bk is characterised by a vector of dimension |C| in which each
entry represents the relationship of the item to the set of taxonomic concepts in the two-
dimensional hierarchy.
The users’ concept preference profile vectors and the item’s concept profile vector
are exploited to compute the similarities of concept preferences between a user and an
item based on cosine similarity. This step is to form the top k Nearest-Neighbours of like
users and items. Finally, based on each recommendation-making approach, a given Top-N
item with high prediction scores in the set of similar users and items will be recommended
to each active user ua. This step generates the item recommendations.
The following sections of this chapter discuss how to utilise the two previously
proposed a user profile and item representation based on the concept hierarchy to form
a neighbourhood of similar users and items. It will also explain how to generate person-
alised recommendation lists according to the three recommendation approaches detailed.
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4.3 NEIGHBOURHOOD FORMATION
Neighbourhood formation is to generate a subset of most similar users ui ∈ U or items
bk ∈ B for an active user ua. It is the most important process in making recommen-
dations. In this thesis, k-Nearest-Neighbours or kNN techniques are adopted to find
neighbourhoods for users and items. The kNN formation process is used to select the top
k neighbour users or items with the shortest distance to the active user ua by computing
the distances between the active user ua and all other users or all other items bk [42].
The basic idea of neighbourhood formation is to reduce the size of the neighbour-
hood for the active user. If every user or item is included in the neighbourhood, it
negatively affects the system’s performance by slowing its calculation time and the quality
of its predictions [48]. The techniques for reducing the size of the neighbourhood can be
divided into two techniques: defining a specific minimum threshold of user similarity
and limiting neighbourhood size by defining a fixed-size neighbourhood of most similar
users or items with respect to the active user and taking only the k nearest neighbours into
account (or best-n-neighbours) [48].
However, the problem of finding a good number of neighbours k to use still exists.
When using small neighbourhoods (less than 20), the accuracy of the system may be
negatively affected. When using large neighbourhoods, it brings additional noise into the
prediction. An analysis of the MovieLens dataset found that in most real-world situations,
a neighbourhood of 20 to 50 neighbours is reasonable [42, 48]. In this research, we use
the technique by fixing a neighbourhood size for a given user. Based on our experimental
results, we found that the size of the neighbourhood at k = 50 provides the better results
than k = 20 and k = 30. For this reason, only k = 50 nearest similar users or items were
taken into consideration when forming the neighbourhood for each active user ua.
In CF recommender systems, the two k-Nearest- Neighbours approaches (those for
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users and items) have proven to be top performers in CF recommender systems. The
user-based k-Nearest-Neighbours approach is used to select the k-neighbour users most
similar to the active user ua by calculating the degree of similarity between the active
user ua and other users ui. The item-based k-Nearest-Neighbours approach is to select
the top-k neighbour items most similar to items through calculating the distance between
item bk and all other items. Thus, to determine an item neighbourhood for active user
ua, the similarities between two objects must be measured. This distance or similarity
can be estimated using various kinds of proximity measures such as cosine similarity, the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Spearman’s rank-correlation coefficient, and Jacccard’s
coefficient [30].
However, the insufficiency of ratings data is one important cause of the cold-start
problem. It makes neighbourhood formation inaccurate, and consequently, the quality of
recommendations is degraded. To tackle the problems, this thesis selects the k-neighbour
items most similar to active user ua by using the content matching method rather than
using item ratings methods. As discussed in Chapter 3, each active user ua’s concepts
hierarchy preferences are encoded by a |C|-sized concept hierarchy vector, which is
represented by an active user profile vector −→ua. Each item concept hierarchy is modelled
by a |C|-sized concept hierarchy vector, which is represented by an item profile vector
−→
bk . When user and item information is encoded in the profile vectors of concepts for
users and items, the cosine similarity measure is the appropriate function to measure the
interestingness of item bk to active user ua [88].
The cosine similarity measurement is popular and very efficient when used in in-
formation retrieval (IR) and text mining to capture the similarity of two documents,
in which documents are represented as vectors of terms [44, 48, 102]. One example
of its use is to determine term frequency, i.e. how often specific keywords or topics
appear in a document. In this similarity metric, the attributes are used as a vector to
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find the normalised dot product of two documents. One representation method often
used is the vector-space model. In the vector space model, user and item profiles are
treated as documents by one or more profile vectors. Its metric is a measurement of the
similarity between two N-dimensional vectors based on the angle between them. For
cosine similarity resulting in a value of 0, the two documents are likely to not contain
many of the same words. Formally, the degree of similarity between two profile vectors,
−→vi and −→vj , is defined as follows:
sim(−→vi ,−→vj ) =
−→vi · −→vj
‖−→vi ‖ ∗ ‖−→vj ‖ (4.1)
Here, ’” is the dot-product of the two vectors. ‖−→vj ‖ is the Euclidean length of the vector,
which is defined as the square root of the dot product of the vector with itself. Thus,
neighbourhood formation is created by computing proximity weights sim(−→vi ,−→vj ).
The following subsections discuss how to match an active user ua and an item bk
using the profile vectors of concept for −→ua and −→bk .
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4.3.1 Matching User-Item Concept Hierarchy Similarities
Figure 4.2: A framework for determining user-item concept similarities
Figure 4.2 shows the framework for determining user-item concept hierarchy similarities,
where the inputs are the active user profile vector −→ua and the item profile vector −→bk and
the outputs are the set of items most similar to the active user ua. An active user ua
can provide his or her preferred concepts in a two-dimensional hierarchy Hua by using
concept taxonomy. Each the active user profile contains the user’s personal concept
hierarchy preference Hua , which is modelled as a vector
−→ua.
For an item bk, its item descriptors dx ∈ Dbk are used to create the item concept
hierarchy Hbk . Each item representation contains the item concept hierarchy Hbk , which
is defined as a vector
−→
bk . The similarities between the active user and items are measured
based on these two profile vectors (−→ua,−→bk ):
−→ua = (cw′Hua (1, 1), · · · , cw′Hua (2, 1), · · · , cw′Hua (p, 1), · · · )
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−→
bk = (cw
′
Hbk
(1, 1), · · · , cw′Hbk (2, 1), · · · , cw
′
Hbk
(p, 1), · · · )
Here, each entry cw′Hua (i, j) in
−→ua represents the weight of a user ua’s preference for the
concept ci in level i and at the order j on concept hierarchy Hua . Each entry cw′Hbk (i, j)
in
−→
bk represents the weight of each concept relevant to item bk in the concept hierarchy
Hbk .
Additionally, to find the most k similar item neighbours for each active user ua,
a similarity measure must be defined. The cosine similarity is adopted to calculate the
similar concept hierarchies-based content matching between the two profiles vectors of
an active user ua and item bk. The neighbourhood for each active user ua is identified
by computing the proximity weight sim(−→ua,−→bk ). Formally, if W is the m × n × z user-
concept-level matrix, then the similarity between the active user ua and item bk is defined
as the cosine of the N -dimensional vectors corresponding to the utha and b
th
k columns of
matrix W. Thus, for user ua and item bk with profile vectors −→ua and −→bk , respectively. The
vector-cosine similarity is defined as
sim(−→ua,−→bk ) =
−→ua · −→bk
‖−→ua‖‖−→bk‖
, (4.2)
where −→ua denotes the active user profile vector, and −→bk denotes the item profile vector,
while ‖−→ua‖ is defined as the square root of the user ua’s concepts for the vector times with
itself. Likewise, ‖−→bk‖ is defined as the square root of the item bk’s concepts for the vector
times with itself.
Therefore, the most similar items bk ∈ B can be selected for the active user ua by
computing proximity weights sim(−→ua,−→bk ). User-item concept hierarchy similarities are
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applied when making item recommendations in the proposed PopCs and CTLM recom-
mendation functions.
4.4 RECOMMENDATION GENERATION
A Top-N recommendation is a recommended set of items that are of interest to an active
user. Traditionally, Top-N techniques use a user-item matrix to determine the relationships
between users and items and, then compute recommendations [28]. The most popular
model for recommender systems is K-nearest neighbour (kNN) collaborative filtering.
Its algorithms make predictions for active users based on the preferences of like-minded
peers with user-item-based CF. That being said, there are many item-recommendation
techniques, including matrix factorization and singular-value decomposition (SVD) [23],
which have been proposed for both implicit and explicit feedback in recommender sys-
tems. Nevertheless, the usual approach to making item recommendations is to generate a
personalised score for an item based on a user’s preferences. Then, the items are sorted,
ranked, and recommended to the user according to this score [91].
The algorithms proposed herein are in a recommendation-list format such that the
system produces a list of items matching the expected preferences of the user for the
queried item. This chapter proposes three item recommendation approaches that com-
bine collaborative and content-based filtering approaches to improve the recommendation
quality of standard CF systems and address recommendation-making problems (i.e. the
cold-start problem). In Section 4.4.1, item popularity is incorporated with user-item
concept hierarchy similarities to construct the item popularity and concept hierarchy
(PopCs) recommendation function. Section 4.4.2 discusses the proposed concept tax-
onomy with language model recommendation (CTLM) function that is designed based on
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the underlying language model (LM) and in combination with item popularity, user-item
concept hierarchy similarities and concept probability.
4.4.1 The Item Popularity and Concept Hierarchy Recommendation Approach
Figure 4.3: An item’s popularity represents multiple users’ satisfaction, based on ratings
The proposed PopCs recommendation approach has to fundamental components: (1) user
ratings of items, which determine item popularity; and (2) the correlation between a user
and an item based on concept hierarchies[81]. A new user problem or insufficient ratings
data makes the formation of neighbourhoods in traditional CF systems inaccurate, thereby
resulting in poor recommendations. This thesis formalises the problem by exploiting
the relationship between users and items to obtain user preferences according to a set
of taxonomic categories of the items that users interact with, represented by useritem
concept hierarchy similarities, to address cold-start problem. To improve the performance
of recommendations, we also utilise a user’s item preferences to predict the user’s opinion
about an item from his or her past explicit ratings, which is represented by item popularity.
The proposed PopCs generates item recommendations by integrating useritem concept
hierarchy similarities with item popularity.
The following subsection discusses item popularity and the PopCs recommender al-
gorithm in detail. The similarities between user and item concept hierarchy measurements
were discussed in Section 4.3.1.
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4.4.1.1 Item popularity generation
The present chapter introduces item popularity as a representation of other users’ opinions
about an item, as determined by ratings. Because users’ ratings of items correspond to
their preferences for items, they may reveal some aspect of the items that are relevant
to other users; such ratings certainly speak, at least to some extent, to item quality. An
item frequently viewed, with ratings that are frequently seen, is usually a popular, well-
appreciated item [53]. Presenting explicit ratings data has long been effectively used
to indicate user preferences. Users express their preferences to items in numeric form.
Rik = 0 indicates user ui dislike of or disinterest in rating item bk. Therefore, Rik > 0
indicates that user ui is satisfied to some degree with the item, such that 1 is the smallest
positive-support value and 10 is the largest. To track item popularity, one must build an
interface that extracts explicit ratings Rik that users ui give to the item bk and must also
build a means of utilising this data to generate item popularity as follows:
pop(bk) =
∑
ui∈U
Rik, (4.3)
where 1 ≤ Rik ≤ 10, and 1 is the smallest positive support value and 10 being the largest
positive support value. One should also normalise item popularity further using min-max
normalisation as follows:
npop(bk) =
pop(bk)−minpop
maxpop −minpop , (4.4)
where 0 ≤ npop(bk) ≤ 1 is the normalised item popularity, minpop = min{pop(bk)|bk ∈
B}, and maxpop = max{pop(bk)|bk ∈ B}
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4.4.1.2 The PopCs recommender algorithm
The recommendation of an item to an active user ua is determined by the prediction score
computed using Equation 4.6. To recommend a set of N items to the active user ua, we
firstly form a group of items similar to the active user based on the similarity of concept
hierarchies. As discussed in Chapter 3, concept correlations within item taxonomies make
up the two-dimensional hierarchy structure, which can be used to describe the relevance
of an item to a user, as well as to convey relevant concepts about that item. The active
user’s concept hierarchy preference can be represented by the user profile vector −→ua, and
the relevance of taxonomic concepts to the item in a two-dimensional hierarchy can be
represented by the item profile vector
−→
bk .
Cosine similarity is adopted to calculate the content match between an active user
ua and item bk. The k-neighbour items bk most similar to each active user ua can be iden-
tified by computing the proximity weight sim(−→ua,−→bk ). The degree of concept similarity
between user ua and item bk can be defined as cs(ua, bk):
cs(ua, bk) = sim(
−→ua,−→bk ) (4.5)
For each active user ua, the item neighbourhood of the active user ua is denoted by
Neighbour(ua) = {bk|bk ∈ topK{cs(ua, bk)}}, where function topK{} returns the top
k most similar items to ua. For each active user ua, a set of items bk are recommended
according to the prediction score p score(ua, bk). The prediction score is used to estimate
how much interest the active user ua will have in item bk. In essence, then, the pro-
posed PopCs approach is generated by linearly combining user-item concept similarities
cs(ua, bk) and item popularity npop(bk). The Top-N items with high prediction scores
will be recommended to the active user ua. Formally, the prediction score for each active
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user, denoted by p score(ua, bk) can be calculated using the expression below:
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)× cs(ua, bk) (4.6)
Here, parameter α is an experimental coefficient corresponding to item popularity npop(bk)
and cs(ua, bk) , 0 ≥ α ≤ 1, which offers the ability to achieve the best performance in
terms of precision and recall.
According to the algorithm 2 (in step 3), 0.5 is added to both the numerator and
denominator to ensure that the denominator does not equal 0. In step 8, prediction score
p score is calculated for each item bk to make item recommendations. The full PopCs
recommender algorithm is shown below:
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Table 4.1: PopCs Recommender Algorithm
Algorithm 2: PopCs recommender algorithm.
Inputs : a set of existing users ui ∈ U , a set of items bk ∈ B and each item’s concept
hierarchy Hbk , new user or active user ua and each active user concept hierarchy
Hua , the explicit ratings Rik generated by users ui ∈ U to items bk and
parameters α.
Output: a list of N items recommended for ua
1 for each item bk ∈ B do
// Calculate item popularity
pop(bk) =
∑
ui∈U
Rik
end
2 let minpop = min{pop(bk)|bk ∈ B},maxpop = max{pop(bk)|bk ∈ B}
3 for each item bk ∈ B do
// Normalise item popularity
npop(bk) =
pop(bk)−minpop + 0.5
maxpop −minpop + 0.5
end
4 let −→ua be the concept profile vector of ua
5 let
−→
bk be the concept profile vector of bk
6 for each item bk ∈ B do
// Calculate the user-item concept hierarchy similarities to get the K nearest
neighbours of the active user ua
cs(ua, bk) =
−→ua · −→bk
‖−→ua‖ × ‖−→bk‖
end
// Get the k nearest neighbour items of each active ua with the highest similarity score.
7 Neighbour(ua)← {bk|bk ∈ topK{cs(ua, bk)}}
8 for each item bk ∈ Neighbour(ua) do
//Recommendation generation.
//Generating a list of N items and order the items by the prediction score.
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)× cs(ua, bk)
end
9 the active user ua← Select Top-N items with the highest scores of p score(ua, bk)
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4.4.2 The CTLM Recommendation Approach
This thesis proposes a novel inferential language model (ILM) that combines both se-
mantic and statistical inference to estimate the probability that a user is interested in an
item for recommendation. Statistical language models (LM) were originally introduced
in Ponte and Croft [90]. Basically, an LM is used in information retrieval (IR) as part
of the query-likelihood model. The LM approach to IR provides different approaches
to document ranking [72]. LM works by estimating a document’s relevance based on its
textual content with respect to query q, and documents are ranked based on the probability
of the model generating the query P (q|Md).
In other words, LM intuits that the user has a document in mind, and it generates
a query from words that appear in this sought-for document. Another way of using LM
in IR is with recommendations, as is the case when finding user preferences for topics
within an item’s profile. In the case of recommendations, one might assume that the user
has item preferences in mind and has generated his or her query using topics or categories
that are part of the item’s inherent description. LM, then, relates to three main parameters:
words t, documents d and queries q. It can apply to the recommendations where item bk
represents the document, user ua represents queries and words t is represented by a set
of concept or categories ci. This is another way of adapting the LM idea in IR to make
recommendations.
CTLM is designed and developed based on the relevance of an item to a user as a
kind of LM to understand how items are likely to generate what the user wants. The fol-
lowing two main components are taken into consideration when developing the proposed
CTLM approach:
1. Users’ opinions about items, which are represented by item popularity;
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2. The relationship between a user’s concept hierarchy and other items’ concept hier-
archies. This can be further divided into two sub-components:
2.1. The similarity of the user to the item, based on concept hierarchies.
2.2. The probability of concepts used in concept hierarchies.
The following subsections briefly review LM’s function in IR, after which an LM
adaptation for making recommendations is proposed and discussed in detail.
4.4.2.1 Adapting Language Model to Make Recommendations
As discussed in Chapter 3, users and items are represented as user-and-item-concept
hierarchies, respectively. This section presents a novel way of estimating the likelihood
that user ua is interested in item bk using a probabilistic language modelling approach.
Such a likelihood is approximated by the probability that the user concepts of interest are
generated by the items descriptors, i.e. P (ua|bk). The basic assumption is that if the LM
of an item can generate the concepts that characterise the users’ item interests, then the
user is likely to be interested in the corresponding item.
This novel inferential language model (ILM) approach also makes both semantic
and statistical inferences to estimate the probability that a user ua is interested in an item
bk. An LM is a probabilistic function that assigns a probability to a string t drawn from
some vocabulary set T . Probabilistic LM has been applied to estimate the relevance of a
document d with respect to a query q in terms of the likelihood of generation probability
in the field of IR [68, 90]. Moreover, language modelling method has been successfully
applied to opinion mining [58, 60]. In the present context, the usual query has been
replaced by a descriptor of the user’s interests, and a document is a set of terms describing
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the item.
P (d|q) ∝ P (d)
∏
t∈q
((1− λ)P (t|MD) + λP (t|Md)) (4.7)
Here, P (d)
∏
t∈q((1 − λ)P (t|MD) + λP (t|Md)) is proportional (∝) to P (d|q), and the
probability of P (d|q) of the relevance of document d to a given query q; Md is a lan-
guage model built for each document d; MD is a language model built for the entire
document collection. This equation combines the probability of the document with the
general collection frequency of words t. To generate the prediction scores needed to make
recommendations, Equation 4.7 has been modified as follows:
P (bk|ua) ∝ P (bk)
∏
ci∈Hua
((1− λ)P (ci|MD) + λP (ci|Mbk)), (4.8)
where Hua is the user’s concept hierarchy and D is the set of all item-concept hierarchies
(that might be rated by other users). From the Equation 4.8, we derive the following
results:
P (bk|ua) ∝ ln{P (bk)
∏
ci∈Hua
((1− λ)P (ci|MD) + λP (ci|Mbk))}
P (bk|ua) ∝ ln(P (bk)) +
∑
ci∈Hua
ln((1− λ)P (ci|MD) + λP (ci|Mbk)) (4.9)
Normally, a concept describing a user’s interest absent in a bk does not necessarily
mean that the item is not relevant to the user’s interests, because the document indexing
scheme is not perfect and sometimes synonymous concepts are used in concept hierar-
chies. For instance, if the user’s interest is described by the descriptor data mining, an
item bk (e.g., a book) about knowledge discovery from databases is very relevant even
though the concept (or term set) data mining does not appear in the set of descriptors of
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the item. To reduce the effect of underestimating the probability of unseen concepts in an
LM, various document smoothing methods have been proposed [68, 90]. The basic idea
is to replace the zero probability of an unseen concept by a small value rather than zero.
With Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [68], P (ci|Mbk) is updated using the following equation:
P (ci|Mbk) = (1− λ)PML(ci|Md) + λPML(ci|MD) (4.10)
PML(ci|MD) = tf(ci, D)|D| , (4.11)
where D is the set of all item-concept hierarchies; PML(ci|MD) is the maximum like-
lihood estimation of the entire item collection LM; λ is the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing
parameter, which may take values in the range of [0.1, 0.7] [84, 116]; tf(ci, D) represents
the occurrence frequency of ci in the entire item collection D, i.e. all item hierarchies.
Using the item-collection model D to smooth an item language model Mbk might
partially solve the problem of the zero probability of an unseen user term. However,
the generation probability might still be highly underestimated. For example, an item
with the descriptor knowledge discovery from databases is actually very likely to match
the interest, i.e. a high generation probability, of the user described by data mining.
Accordingly, an ILM that accounts for both semantic and statistical term associations is
proposed to address the above issue. Our inferential language is defined and updated
P (ci|Mbk) using the following equation:
P (ci|Mbk) = (1− λ)
(
(1− γ)PML(ci|Mbk) + γPINF (ci|Mbk)
)
+
λPML(ci|MD)
(4.12)
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PINF (ci|Mbk) =
∑
ci,cj∈R
P (ci|cj)P (cj |Mbk )
|R|
=
∑
ci,cj∈R
P (cj→ci)P (cj |Mbk )
|R|
, (4.13)
where PINF (ci|Mbk) is the item inferential language model. This is an extension of the
original ILM developed by Nie et al. [78], where previous ILM only considers semantic
term relationships captured in WordNet. In this thesis, the rule set R contains the set of
concept relations in the form of cj → ci, e.g., soccer → sport, which might be acquired
from an external source, such as WordNet. Meanwhile, statistical concept associations
such as wii → game, they are dynamically discovered from the set of item descriptions
via context-sensitive text mining or sequential text mining methods [59].
Based on the above discussion, it is very difficult to calculate P (ci|Mbk) because of
the hierarchical relationships between concepts. The extended ILM provides us an indi-
cation for considering only concept associations for approximating P (ci|Mbk). Generally
speaking, all possible associations can be described as the similarity between item bk’s
concepts and user ua’s concepts. Hence, in this thesis, the user-item concept hierarchy
similarities cs(ua, bk) is used to approximate P (ci|Mbk). One might also simply use
P (ci) to replace P (ci|MD), where P (ci) is the probability of concept ci in all relevant
item concept hierarchies. Thus, if we let npop(bk) = ln(P (bk)) describe a given item
popularity, based on the above analysis and Equation 4.9, we propose the following
approximation equation for estimating P (bk|ua):
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)[β × cs(ua, bk)
+(1− β)
∑
c∈Hua∩Hbk
P (ci)], (4.14)
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where α, and β are experimental coefficients between 0 and 1.
The proposed CTLM is designed as an adaptation of the LM to account for the
probability of taxonomic concepts so that relevance between users and items is utilised
to enhance the efficacy of subsequent recommendation-making. As such, the proposed
CTLM approach is composed of three parts: (1) item popularity npop(bk), (2) the user-
item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk) and (3) the concept probability P (ci). The
details of the user-item concept hierarchy similarities and item popularity were described
in Section 4.3.1 and subsection 4.4.1.1. In the following subsections, the details for each
constituent part are discussed. Then, the proposed CTLM recommender algorithm is
presented.
4.4.2.2 Concept Probability
The proposed the probability of concept P (ci) in item concept hierarchies Hbk is relevant
to the user ua’s preferences or interests. One must assume that user ua is interested in
the items bk, as the user ua has an affinity for the concepts ci intrinsic to those items.
P (ci) describes the appearance of ci in all relevant item concept hierarchiesHbk . It can be
approximated by the term frequency of concept ci’s occurrence in items bk ∈ B divided
by the total number of all concepts used in the entire items collection B in the training
set. The probability of concept P (ci) can thus be calculated as follows:
P (ci) =
|{bk ∈ B|ci ∈ Hbk}|∑
bk∈B |{ci|ci ∈ Hbk}|
(4.15)
Naturally, it is easy to verify that 0 ≤ P (ci) ≤ 1.
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4.4.2.3 The CTLM Recommender Algorithm
This section discusses the novel item recommendation algorithm proposed above. The
proposed CTLM recommendation approach is designed based on the relationships be-
tween users and items according to a set of taxonomic categories (or concepts) that users
interact with and that the items are associated with. We also describe the relevance of
an item to a user as a kind of LM to understand how users, items and concepts are
integrated to estimate the probability that a user is interested in an item. The proposed
CTLM generates item recommendations by incorporating three essential components:
item popularity npop(bk), the similarities between users and items based on concept
hierarchies cs(ua, bk) and the probability of the concepts used in concept hierarchies
P (ci).
To recommend a set of N items to a target user ua, we first form the item neighbour-
hood for the active user ua. Based on the proposed concept hierarchy model, both the user
and item are converted into the vector profiles for concepts relevant to both the active user
−→ua and the item −→bk , which are then utilised to find a group of similar items with similar
concept hierarchy to the active user ua. The benefit of the proposed concept hierarchy
model is that it provides an effective method of neighbourhood formation when there are
insufficient ratings data in the system or limited information about new users.
Additionally, the cosine similarity function is again utilised to calculate the degree
to which an active user ua’s and item bk’s content match based on their profile vectors;
the top k-Nearest Neighbour items bk for each active user ua are identified by computing
weight sim(−→ua,−→bk ). Finally, concept similarity between user ua and item bk is denoted
by cs(ua, bk):
cs(ua, bk) = sim(
−→ua,−→bk ) (4.16)
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The k most similar items or the neighbourhood of the active user ua is denoted by
Neighbour(ua) = {bk|bk ∈ topK{cs(ua, bk)}}. Then, the user-item concept hierarchy
similarities are integrated with item popularity npop(bk) and the concept probability P (ci)
under the adaptation LM to predict how much interest active user ua will have in item
bk. Item popularity is the item commonly preferred by Neighbour(ua). The concept
probability P (ci) is the probability of concept ci in all relevant item hierarchy Hbk , which
is relevant to active user ua’s interests.
The recommendation of an item to the active user ua will be determined based on
the item recommendation function in Equation 4.17. Top-N item recommendation list is
generated by ranking all items in descending order of the prediction score p score(ua, bk).
Formally, the prediction score for each active user is denoted by p score(ua, bk), as
calculated below:
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)[β × cs(ua, bk)
+(1− β)
∑
c∈Hua∩Hbk
P (ci)], (4.17)
where parameter α is an experimental coefficient that corresponds to item popularity
npop(bk), and β is an experimental coefficient that corresponds to cs(ua, bk) and P (ci), 0
≥ α≤ 1; these allow Mean Average Precision (MAP) measurement to perform at its best.
This CTLM algorithm is described based on the above definitions in subsection
4.4.2.1, it is designed according to a concept hierarchy that incorporates LM principles. In
step 3, 0.5 is added to both the numerator and denominator to ensure that the denominator
does not equal 0. At least in step 10, the prediction score p score is calculated for each
item bk to make item recommendations. The CLTM recommender algorithm is shown in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: The CTLM Recommender Algorithm
Algorithm 3: The CTLM recommender algorithm.
Inputs : a set of existing users ui ∈ U , a set of items bk ∈ B and each item concept
hierarchies Hbk , a new user or an active user ua with concept hierarchies Hua ,
the explicit ratings Rik given by the existing users ui ∈ U to items bk, and
parameters α and β.
Output: a list of N items recommended for ua
1 for each item bk ∈ B do
//Calculate item popularity
pop(bk) =
∑
ui∈U
Rik
end
2 let minpop = min{pop(bk)|bk ∈ B},maxpop = max{pop(bk)|bk ∈ B}
3 for each item bk ∈ B do
//Normalise item popularity
npop(bk) =
pop(bk)−minpop + 0.5
maxpop −minpop + 0.5
end
4 let −→ua be the concept profile vectors of ua
5 let
−→
bk be the concept profile vectors of bk
6 for each item bk ∈ B do
// Calculate the user-item concept hierarchy similarities to get the K nearest
neighbours of the active user ua
cs(ua, bk) =
−→ua · −→bk
‖−→ua‖ × ‖−→bk‖
end
// Get top k nearest neighbour items of each active ua with the highest similarity score.
7 Neighbour(ua)← {bk|bk ∈ topK{(cs(ua, bk)}}
8 let C = {ci|ci ∈ Hbk , bk ∈ B}
9 for each concept ci ∈ C do
// Calculate the probability of concept P (ci) is for item bk, which is relevant to active
user ua
P (ci) =
|{bk ∈ B|c ∈ Hbk}|∑
bk∈B |{ci|ci ∈ Hbk}|
end
10 for each item bk ∈ Neighbour(ua) do
//recommendation generation
// Generating a list of N items and order the items by the prediction score.
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)[β × cs(ua, bk)
+ (1− β)×
∑
c∈Hua∩Hbk
P (ci)]
end
11 Return Top-N items with the highest scores of p score(ua, bk) to the active user ua.
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4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter discussed how to apply a user profile and an item representation based on
a concept hierarchies to devise several approaches to making item recommendations.
Specifically, it proposed two approaches: (1) the PopCs approach, which was developed
using a linear combination of item popularity and user-item concept hierarchy similarities;
and (2) the CTLM approach, which was designed as a combination of item popularity,
user-item concept hierarchy similarities and concept probability under an adapted LM
approach. The LM was applied to the second approach to facilitate an understanding of
how likely item recommendations meet user needs. The efficiency of the proposed CTLM
recommender algorithm based on the Big-O concept is presented in Chapter 5. This
chapter also discussed how to form the neighbourhood of similar users and similar items
for an active user and utilise them to make item recommendations. The experimental
results and evaluations of the two recommenders’ performances are discussed in Chapter
5.
Chapter 5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The previous chapter presented the proposed concept hierarchies and recommendation
approaches. It claimed that each approach will improve the performance of recommenda-
tion accuracy and will also improve on some of the other techniques as well. This chapter
will examine the evaluation of the proposed recommendation approaches, the research
hypotheses, the datasets, the evaluation metrics, the baseline approaches involved in the
comparative experiments, and discuss the application of the experimental results to the
recommendation problems.
5.1 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
The objective of the experiment was to show how the proposed user profiling and recom-
mendation approaches can effectively improve the performance of recommender systems.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, the experiments were conducted
and investigated in order to prove the following hypotheses:
• Hypothesis 1: The proposed concept hierarchy model based on taxonomy can
effectively improve recommendation accuracy and solve the cold-start problem.
• Hypothesis 2: The Concept Taxonomy with Language Model (CTLM) recommen-
dation approach can effectively improve recommendation accuracy.
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• Hypothesis 3: Use of the concept taxonomy can effectively alleviate the cold-start
problem.
5.2 EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
The following subsections will present the datasets, evaluation metrics, experimental
setup and baseline models for the experiments.
5.2.1 Datasets
Experiments were conducted on two data collections of Amazon products: books and
music. Each dataset was taken from two different applications.
1) Dataset D1: Book dataset. This dataset was collected from two data sources. The
Book-Crossing data was collected by Cai-Nicolas Ziegler (http://www2. informatik.uni-
freiburg.de/ cziegler/BX/) [121] from the Book-Crossing community with the permis-
sion of Ron Hornbaker, CTO of Humankind Systems. The Amazon-Book dataset was
collected by Weng et al. [111] and Liang et al. [67]. The original data collection
consisted of 82,193 users, 239,074 books and 719,471 product taxonomic descriptors.
In the experiment, we selected items with explicit rating scales between 1 and 10. The
final dataset consisted of 60,597 users, 130,379 books, and 411,942 product taxonomic
descriptors. We used 20% of the final set as the ground truth. We selected users who had a
set of rated books, and books that had a set of descriptors to describe the book categories.
2) Dataset D2: Music dataset. This dataset was collected by Leskovec and Krevl
[62, 63] from the Amazon website and made available on the SNAP website: “Amazon
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networks:Amazon product co-purchasing network metadata” (https://snap.stanford.edu/data/
amazon-meta.html). The music dataset consisted of 103,144 songs, 460,260 users, and
469,100 music taxonomic descriptors. From the dataset, we selected users who had sets
of rated songs. We also selected the songs that had a set of descriptors to describe their
musical categories. We used 20% of the final set as the ground truth.
Figure 5.1: The distribution of items in Datasets D1 and D2
In order to better analyse the results of the evaluation, we studied the data’s charac-
teristics. The distribution of items in Datasets D1 and D2 is measured based on the number
of items rated by users, which is shown in Figure 5.1. In Dataset D1, nearly 63% of users
had rated only one book, and approximately 3% had rated at least five books. In Dataset
D2, 67% of users had rated only one song, and nearly 2% had rated at least five songs.
The distribution of both D1 and D2 was sparse since only a very small fraction of the users
had rated a large number of items. That meant that we could only acquire a small amount
information about the users. This situation affected the performance of the traditional
recommender systems, including, for example, the collaborative filtering approaches that
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make recommendations based on nearest neighbour algorithms. In this experiment, sparse
datasets were normally exploited in order to build the experimental environment use to
evaluate the capability of specific approaches in the cold-start environment.
5.2.2 Baseline Models
This thesis studies the performance of the proposed recommendation approaches to un-
derstand how it can improve the accuracy of item recommendations. The four baseline
approaches involved in this comparative experiment are listed below:
Baseline 1: Item Taxonomy Recommendations (ITB)
The first baseline model, item taxonomy recommendations (ITB), is a state-of-the-
art model in this area. The approach was developed by Weng et al. [111] on the basis of
Ziegler’s original idea [123]. The paper that introduced this approach was also the best
paper at the 10th International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems, which was
held in Spain from June 13-16, 2008 [111]. The approach utilises item taxonomy in order
to examine the cold-start problem in recommendation making.
This approach used the taxonomic categories of items to achieve the task of making
item recommendations. It combined the users’ ratings and category taxonomies into pro-
file vectors to describe the users’ taxonomic topics’ preferences. The profile vectors were
constructed by summarising all the taxonomy descriptors from all the rated items and by
considering the structure of the taxonomy, e.g., levels and siblings. The profile vectors
for active agent ua, agent ui and product bk were represented as −→va= (va1 , va2 , ..., va|C|),
−→vi= (vi1 , vi2 , ..., vi|C|), and −→vk= (vk1 , vk2 , ..., vk|C|) respectively. Here, C is the set of all
concepts (or topics), and vak is the preference score of topic ck ∈ C for active user ua.
The profile vectors were used to measure the similarity c(ua, ui) between two users and
the similarity c(ua, bk) between active users and items by using the Pearson correlation
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coefficient measure [121]. The items bk were recommended to the active agent ua based
on the prediction score wa(bk) that was calculated as follows:
wa(bk) =
q · cb(ua, bk) ·
∑
ui∈Aa(bk) c(ua, ui)
|Aa(bk)|+ YR , (5.1)
where Aa(bk) is the subset of ua’s neighbours who rated item bk; q = (1.0 + |f(bk)| ·ΓT ),
|f(bk)| is the size of topics of product bk that user ua had implicitly rated; and variables
YR and ΓT are fine-tuning parameters that allow for customisation of the recommendation
process. For the experimental analysis, Ziegler et al. [121] suggested values between 0
and 2.5, and used ΓT = 1 and YR = 1 in their experiments. For more information about
Ziegler’s taxonomy vector construction algorithm, please refer to [111, 123].
Baseline 2: Item Popularity (IP)
Traditionally, rated items from other users are very useful if we know nothing about
a new user. The popularity rank of an item is decided by the number of users that
have rated the item, and this information can be obtained from the training set. Some
researchers have used item popularity as a means of improving recommendation accuracy
[2, 101]. The basic idea is that some popular items are likely to match up with what a new
user wants. In this thesis, we assume that our proposed approaches can achieve better
performance if we use the proposed hierarchy structure to represent the knowledge of
rated items, rather than directly rely on item popularity.
Baseline 3: Matrix Factorization (MF)
The model proposed in this paper has no taxonomy over the item factors. MF
techniques are a class of widely successful latent factor models that are currently the most
state-of-the-art techniques used [57, 76, 103]. MF is one of the most applied techniques
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for solving collaborative filtering problems, such as cold-start and data sparsity. For a
comparison of models that do not use taxonomy, we used MF to compare the performance
of our proposed approaches to achieve better item recommendations and resolve the cold-
start problem.
The basic idea behind the techniques is to find unknown ratings associated with users
and items in the matrix, and then sort the ratings and select the top k items. The model
maps both users and items with a latent factor space of dimensionality. MF is the general
term for a broad range of algorithms that can be used to factorize a matrix into a product
of matrices, usually two matrices, which can then be multiplied together to give the matrix
R. It starts by initialising P and Q to matrices of random numbers, then calculates their
product, compares this product toR and then tries to find the local minimum by iteratively
reducing the differences between R and PQ. This follows the equation below [103, 114]:
R ≈ P ×QT = Rˆ (5.2)
Let m be the number of users in U , n be the number of items in B, and R be a m × n
matrix, where rij represents user ui’s rating value to item bj . Assume P is an m × k
matrix and Q is a k×n matrix [114]. The k value is the rank of the matrix and represents
the number of underlying latent factors being explored in the data.
Accordingly, each item bj is associated with a vector qj ∈ Rm×k and each user
ui is associated with a vector pi ∈ Rm×k. Let pTi denote transposition of the i− th row of
P , and qj is the j− th column of Q. To predict the rating of an item bj by user ui, we can
calculate the dot product of the two vectors corresponding to ui and bj:
rˆij = p
T
i qj (5.3)
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The error between the estimated and real rating can be calculated using the equation
below:
E =
∑
(ui,bj ,rij)∈T
(rij − rˆij)2, (5.4)
where pik denotes the elements of P ∈ Rm×k, and qkj the elements of Q ∈ Rk×n. rˆij is
the i− th user who would rate the j − th item according to the model. Let T be a set of
tuples, each in the form of (ui, bj, rij). eij is the error measured at the (u, j) − th rating
and E denotes the sum of the squared training errors.
In order to minimise the error, the gradient at the current values of P and Q (puk
and qkj) needs to be determined so that P and Q can be updated in the correct direction.
The above equation is then differentiated with respect to puk and qkj to get:
∂
∂puk
e2uj = −2(ruj − rˆuj(qkj) = −2eujqkj (5.5)
∂
∂qkj
e2uj = −2(ruj − rˆuj(pkj) = −2eijpuk (5.6)
Having found the two gradients, we can now update P and Q as follows:
p′uk = puk + 2αeujqkj (5.7)
q′ik = qik + 2αeujpkj, (5.8)
where α is the value that determines the rate at which the local minimum is found. Using
a larger alpha will mean a quicker convergence to the minimum, but this runs the risk of
missing this minimum and oscillating around it, never to converge. α is usually kept small
to reduce this risk and for this purpose α will be kept at 0.0002.
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The items were sorted according to the highest rated items from the new ratings
matrix Rˆ and the N highest rated items that had not yet been purchased by the active user
were returned as recommendations.
Baseline 4: User-Based CF
The standard collaborative filtering (CF) approach is a popular benchmark baseline
model. The CF approach is based on user-item relationships [95, 102]. There are two
primary approaches to CF: neighbourhood methods and latent factor models [23]. Neigh-
bourhood methods represent the most common approaches to CF. The similarity between
two users is calculated based on the overlap of their item sets. The missing rating for any
item bk for a new user ua is predicted by the average rating of all the neighbours’ ratings
for item bk. In order to measure the cosine similarity between two profile vectors, the
user-item preference information for both ui and ua were profiled in vectors
−→
Ri and
−→
Ra,
respectively. The following equation calculates the similarity between two users:
Sa,i = cosine(
−→
Ra,
−→
Ri) =
−→
Ra · −→Ri
‖−→Ra‖ × ‖−→Ri‖
, (5.9)
where
−→
Ra is the row vector of the ratings given to items by a new user ua, and
−→
Ri is the
row vector of the ratings given to items by the user ui.
The item recommendation lists were computed by using a simple weighted average
to predict all the missing ratings for a given user ua. The items that had the highest
average rating from a set of similar users ui were added to the recommendation list and
recommended to the active user ua.
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rˆa,i =
∑
i∈N(a)(Sa,i × rij)∑
i∈N(a) |Sa,i|
, (5.10)
where the summations are over all peer users ui rated on items i ∈ N(a) for the active user
a, sa,i the similarity value between the active user ua and the user ui in the neighbourhood,
and rij is the rating for user ui on item j.
5.2.3 Experiment Design
Figure 5.2: The experiments and evaluation framework.
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Figure 5.2 demonstrates this thesis’s experimental evaluation framework. To conduct
these experiments, Datasets D1 and D2 were split into two subsets according to the
number of users: the training set W consisted of the first 80% of the users and the test set
X contained the remaining 20% of users, which was used as the ground truth. The details
are as follows:
• The training set W for Dataset D1 contained 48,475 users, the explicit rating scales
were from 1 to 10 and it had 112,413 books. The test setX for Dataset D1 contained
12,122 users and 39,584 books and the categories at leaf level were organised into
a taxonomy that was nine levels deep. For the item feature, we extracted the set of
categories from their taxonomic descriptors to create the item concept hierarchy.
For the user feature, we extracted the set of categories from their rated items’
taxonomic descriptors to create the user concept hierarchy.
• The training setW for Dataset D2 contained 368,267 users, the explicit rating scales
were from 1 to 5 and it had 78,976 songs. The test set X for Dataset D2 contained
91,993 users and 57,192 songs and the categories at leaf level were organised into a
taxonomy that was seven levels deep. Extractions of the item and user features for
Dataset D2 were carried out in the same manner as in Dataset D1 (above).
The data in training set W was extracted to generate the item training set Wb.
The item training set was utilised to generate the item profiles based on their taxonomy
information. The training set was also used to learn the recommendation models, which
was then used to generate Top-N items recommendation lists for each user in the test
set. The test set was retained as the validation data for testing, and it was constructed to
evaluate the quality of the recommender’s recommendation.
Each user in the test set ua ∈ X was assumed to either be a new user or an active
user. Each user in the training set ui ∈ W was either an existing or previous user in the
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system who had previously rated an item. In our experiment, we intuitively decided to
not take all training data into account when generating recommendations. As including,
the whole training set would negatively influence the performance of recommendations
in relation to the required calculation time. In order to make a fair comparison, the
random sub-sampling cross-validation technique was applied to evaluate the performance
of the proposed approaches. Fifty data subsets (or groups) from the test set X were
randomly selected from each of the two datasets and used as the ground truth for the
evaluations. For each test subset X , 100 test users were randomly selected and compared
with the item training set containing 10,000 items. This was viewed as a run in our
experiments. Precision and recall at N, the average precision, mean average precision and
the F1measure values of the 50 runs were used to measure the accuracy performance in
terms of the Top-N recommendation task. The performance was also evaluated according
to some Top-N recommendation lists in order to compare the proposed model with all the
baseline models.
5.2.3.1 Testing Set Setup
Based on the offline evaluations, no actual users participated and the existing dataset was
used instead. Typically, the existing dataset consists of items that each user has used.
Therefore, in the experiments, a test user ua in test set X was then selected and some of
his or her selections were hidden before asking the recommender to predict a set of items
that the test user would use based on the recommendation making approaches. For each
test user in the test set, the items associated with this user were hidden as the test/answer
item set.
Instead of asking the test users to explicitly describe the concepts of interest, in this
thesis we view the selected 50 groups in a test set as 50 active user groups in order to
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simulate the real practical of the proposed approach. For each test user ua ∈ X , the pref-
erence of a user in the concept hierarchy was acquired from the test user’s rated items. A
set of taxonomic concepts (or categories) within those rated items’ taxonomic descriptors
was extracted, and they were used to generate the test user’s concept preferences in a
two-dimensional hierarchy. The concepts on the list were ordered in a vertical direction
(from high level to low level) and sorted based on their hierarchical relationship within
the confines of the item taxonomic descriptors. The concepts on the list were ordered
in a horizontal direction (from left to right) and sorted according to the frequency of the
concept’s presence in the rated items’ taxonomic descriptors. For each test user’s profile,
their concept hierarchy preferences were transformed into a profile vector of concepts for
the test user−→ua. The vector thus represents the weights for each concept that was preferred
by this user.
5.2.3.2 Training Set Setup
Each item in the item training set bk ∈ Wb, was represented by a set of taxonomic
categories using in its descriptors and placed in the form of an item concept hierarchy.
In this case, an item concept hierarchy represented an item profile. Sets of taxonomic
concepts and item descriptors were extracted and their relations with an item in a two-
dimensional hierarchy were approximated. The concepts on the list were ordered in
a horizontal direction (from left to right) and sorted according to the frequency of the
concept appearing in its descriptors. The concepts were ordered on the list in a vertical
direction (from high level to low level) and sorted based on the hierarchical relationship
between each concept within the item taxonomic descriptors.
For each training item’s profile, the item’s concepts hierarchy were transformed into
a profile vector of concepts for the training item
−→
bk . The similarity of item bk to test user
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ua could then be calculated using the cosine similarity measure as discussed in Section
4.3.1. Additionally, the items were previously rated by the existing user ui, they were
used to generate the item popularity. A set of taxonomic concepts within its taxonomic
descriptors was utilised to generate the probability of a concept P (ci) appearing in an
item bk that was relevant to the test user’s preference over all the items listed under the
taxonomic concepts.
Once the user or item similarities were calculated based on profile vectors, a neigh-
bourhood was formed of the bk items in the item training set Wb that were most similar
to the test user ua. In this experiment, only k = 50 nearest neighbours were taken into
account for each test user ua. These neighbourhoods were then used to make a prediction
for each item bk that was rated by the test user’s neighbours, but not by the test user. The
prediction score for each item was generated according to the proposed recommendation
approaches (i.e. PopCs and CTLM).
5.2.3.3 The Recommendations Setup
The proposed recommender algorithms worked on the training set W . Once the neigh-
bourhood of the test user had predicted all the items for the user based on the user’s ui
preference over all the items under the concept hierarchy, a Top-N recommendation list
could be constructed by ranking all the items in descending order of prediction score
p score(bk). A Top-N recommendation list for each user in test set ua ∈ X was formed
by picking the Top-N ranked items from the list. The N items with the highest prediction
scores p score(bk) were recommended to the test user ua. The recommendation list was
then compared to the items rated by a user in test set ua ∈ X . If the item in the Top-N
recommendation list was as also found in the test user’s hidden test item list, then the
item was counted as a hit. Otherwise, it was counted as a miss. The chances of finding
a hit increased with N (i.e. 5, 10, 15, 20, 25). The following section will discuss how
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to apply classification accuracy metrics to evaluate the proposed approaches in terms of
Top-N recommendations.
5.2.4 Evaluation Measures
This thesis aims to evaluate the performance of a recommender systems improvement
when incorporating taxonomy information based on a concept hierarchy and a language
model into the recommendation making approach. A further aim is to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approaches in alleviating the cold-start problem. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed recommender’s algorithms will be measured according to the
recommender’s ability to correctly recommend a set of items that a user may use or in
which a user may be interested.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches in terms of Top-N rec-
ommendations, the classification accuracy metrics (i.e. Precision at N, Recall at N, F1
measure, Average Precision at N and Mean Average Precision (MAP) were chosen for
the accuracy performance evaluation of the recommender against the users in the test
set. As discussed in Section 2.5, these metrics were used to evaluate the ranked retrieval
results in information retrieval (IR) systems. The evaluation measures can be modified
from standard IR to recommender systems as follows.
• Precision at N (Precision@N) is defined as the ratio of selected relevant items to
the number of items selected at rank N. It is defined in Equation 5.11, where Brs is
the set of selected relevant items at rank N, Bs is the set of selected items at rank
N and Br is the set of relevant items. A perfect precision value of 1.0 indicates
that every item recommended in the list is a good recommendation. Precision@N
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represents the probability that a relevant item is selected at rank N.
Precision@N =
|Brs|
|Bs| =
|Br ∩Bs|
|Bs| (5.11)
• Recall at N (Recall@N) is defined as the ratio between the number of selected
relevant items and the total number of relevant items available in a set of all items
B at rank N. It is defined in Equation 5.12, where Brs is the set of selected relevant
items at the rank, Br is the set of relevant items and Bs is the set of selected
items that has been retrieved at rank N. Recall@N represents the probability that
a relevant item will be selected at rank N. A recall value of 1.0 indicates that all
highly recommended items are suggested in the list.
Recall@N =
|Brs|
|Br| =
|Br ∩Bs|
|Br| (5.12)
As discussed above, we aim to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed recommender
algorithms in making a recommendation list to a user in a test set.To this end, for
each test user the items preferred were hidden as the test or answer item set. This
test items set Tua was then used to evaluate the resulting recommendation listRecui .
In the experiments the number of selected items |Bs| from Equation 5.11 was
defined as the number of recommended items in the Top-N set. Therefore, |Bs|
= N . Let Tua represent the hidden test items set of the active user ua in the test
set X . Let Recui denote the set of Top-N recommended items for each user ua.
The number of selected relevant items at Top-N in Equation 5.13 can be defined as
|Brs| = |Tua ∩ Recui |. The total number of relevant items |Br| in Equation 5.12 is
the number of test items of the active user ua, which can be defined as |Br| = |Tua |.
The precision and recall at N of the recommendations are computed as follows [67].
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Precision@N(ua) =
|Brs|
|Bs| =
|Tua ∩Recui |
N
=
|Tua ∩Recui |
|Recui |
(5.13)
Recall(ua) =
|Brs|
|Br| =
|Tua ∩Recui |
|Tua |
(5.14)
For example, if the set Br (or Tua) of relevant items is {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b7, b10}, the
recommender system would recommend the set of itemsBs (orRecui ) = {b2, b1, b4,
b7, b11} for the user ua. Therefore, at Top- N = 5, the precision of this recommenda-
tion would be |{b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b7, b10}∩ {b2, b1, b4, b7, b11}|/|{b2, b1, b4, b7, b11}| =
4/5, and the recall would be |{b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b7, b10}∩{b2, b1, b4, b7, b11}|/|{b1, b2, b3,
b4, b5, b7, b10}| = 4/7.
• The F1measure or F1score at N (F1@N ) is calculated as the standard harmonic
mean of precision and recall at N. It is used to present the overall performance.
F1@N =
2× Precision@N ×Recall@N
Precision@N +Recall@N
(5.15)
• Average Precision at N (AP ) is the average of the precision (AP) at the rank across
all the test user U in a test set X . In our context, AP can be defined as follows.
APU@N =
∑
ua∈U Precision@N(ua)
|U | (5.16)
where |U | is the number of active users ua in a test set X , and Precision(ua) is the
precision at N of the recommendations for an active user ua ∈ U .
• Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the mean of the average precision @N scores
for all the users in the test sets. It is applied to calculate the average precision at N
for these predictions in multiple test sets, which is computed by Equation 5.17.
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MAP =
∑
U∈X APU@N
|X| (5.17)
where |X| is the number of test sets, and APU@N is the average precision of the
recommendations at Top-N of all the users in each test set ua ∈ X .
5.2.5 Experimental Environment
To implement and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches including user
profiling, item representation, recommendation making approaches and other related state-
of-the-art baseline models, the experimental environment included the development envi-
ronment and the system environment as follows:
1) The experiment was mainly conducted on a personal computer with an Intel
(R) Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU @3.4 GHz with 8 GB memory running on a Window 7
Enterprise 64-bit Operating System. Microsoft SQL Server 2008 was installed as the
database management system (DBMS). Microsoft Visual C#-2010 or 2012 was used as
the programming language.
2) When it came to the implementation of the training sets and the test set, the two
datasets, D1 and D2, were extracted and converted into txt files. Then, they were mapped
onto a logical database structure (see an example in Appendix C). These two datasets were
used to generate the recommendation applications and the four other baseline models.
After the two datasets were successfully stored in the database, each was then divided
into the training set and the test set. As discussed in Section 5.2.3, 20% of the users
made up the test set, and they were used to create the active users’ concept hierarchy. The
weight of each concept in the hierarchy in the active user profile was calculated according
to the steps outlined in Section 3.5.2.
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For the other 80% of users that made up the training dataset, the training dataset was
used to construct the item training set. All items in the item training set were extracted to
build the item concept hierarchy. They were also utilised to construct the item popularity.
A set of taxonomic concepts (or categories) within the item descriptors was used to
construct the concept probability. The weight of each concept in the hierarchy in the
item profile could then be calculated according to the steps provided in Section 3.4.2.
The concept weight values of each training item and each test user as well as the item
popularity weight values and the concept probability values were stored in the database.
3) Implementation of the recommendation applications and other baseline models.
When the three datasets had been successfully set up, we implemented the recommenda-
tion applications and connected them with the two datasets in the database. Then we ran
the files in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the two proposed approaches will be examined with regard to their recom-
mendation accuracy through a comparison with the aforementioned four baseline models.
Furthermore, we will analyse the results of the proposed concept hierarchy model and the
proposed language based model used to provide a better solution to the cold-start problem
and improve the accuracy of the recommendations. The two proposed recommendation
approaches are:
1) PopCs: This proposed recommendation approach is designed based on linearly
combining the item popularity and the user-to-item concept hierarchy similarities. Two
aspects that are taken into consideration are: (1) other users’ opinions of items are con-
sidered when determining the popularity of the item; (2) a users’ affinity for taxonomic
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concepts attached to items (as represented by user-item concept hierarchy similarities).
This contributes to solving the cold-start problem and improves the accuracy of the rec-
ommendations.
2) CTLM: This proposed recommendation approach is designed and developed
based on the relevance of an item to a user as a kind of language model (LM) to understand
how items are likely to generate what the user wants. A combination of item popularity,
user-item concept hierarchy similarities and the probability of concept relevance are em-
ployed to generate the recommendation function. This contributes to solving the cold-start
problem and improves the accuracy of the recommendations.
5.3.1 Results of the PopCs Recommendation Approach
The objective of this experiment is to verify the following hypothesis:
• [Hypothesis 1: The proposed concept hierarchy model based on taxonomy can
effectively improve recommendation accuracy and solve the cold-start problem.
According to Hypothesis 1, there are two objectives of the evaluation. Firstly, to evaluate
whether the accuracy of the recommendations can be improved by using the proposed
concept hierarchy model based on taxonomy according to the relationship between users
and items and integrating them into the recommendation making process. Secondly, the
evaluation aims to evaluate whether the cold-start problem can be solved by the proposed
PopCs.
As discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, this thesis proposes a taxonomy-based approach to
make an important contribution to the cold-start problem and to enhance the personalised
recommendation making approaches. Therefore, a user profile and item representation
based on the concept hierarchy model were utilised to find the similarity of an item
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to the user based on the similar concept hierarchies cs(ua, bk) which was then used to
generate the proposed PopCs recommendation approach. The PopCs recommendation
approach is a combination of the user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk) and
item popularity npop(bk).
To prove the above hypothesis, the parameterisation of the proposed PopCs approach
will be discussed. Then, the MAP comparison of the recommendation accuracies of
the proposed PopCs approach with the state-of-the-art user-based CF baseline model for
Dataset D1 will be discussed in detail. The comparisons with existing baseline models to
provide improved solutions to the cold-start problem will be presented.
5.3.1.1 Parameterisation
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)× cs(ua, bk) (5.18)
As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this experiment to verify that the proposed concept
hierarchy model can effectively improve recommendation accuracy. In Equation 5.18,
p score(ua, bk) stands for the prediction score obtained by linearly combining the item
popularity with the user-item concept hierarchy similarities. The parameter α was defined
as the experimental coefficient to estimate the item popularity npop(bk) and user-item
concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk) that can achieve the best performance of MAP.
We conducted the experiment by setting the value of α from 0 to 1. The results indicated
that with α = 0.2, the proposed PopCs approach achieved the best performance on Dataset
D1.
The following is a discussion of the best settings of the parameter α for the proposed
PopCs approach.
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5.3.1.2 Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed PopCs recommendation approach based on
taxonomy, the state-of-the-art user-based collaborative filtering (user-based CF) baseline
approach was chosen as the baseline model to compare the proposed PopCs recommenda-
tion approach. The standard collaborative filtering (CF) approach is a popular benchmark
baseline model. The CF approach is based on user-item relationships [95, 102]. There are
two primary approaches to CF: the neighbourhood method and the latent factor models
[23]. The neighbourhood method represents the most common approach to CF in which
the similarity between two users is calculated based on the overlap of their item sets. A
missing rating for any item bk for new user ua is predicted by the average rating of all the
neighbours’ ratings of item bk. Further details are provided in Section 5.2.2.
This thesis studied the performance of the proposed PopCs approach to understand
how it can improve the accuracy of item recommendations and alleviate the cold-start
problem. The experimental results were observed and obtained from 50 runs on Dataset
D1. Each test set was constructed by randomly choosing 100 test users from the 12,122
users. We randomly selected 10,000 items from the training item set to form the top k =
50 neighbour items that were most similar to the test user ua (or new user). The similarity
between the active user and all other items was identified based on two concept profile
vectors (i.e. user-item concept hierarchy similarities).
These neighbourhoods were then used to make a prediction for each item bk that
was rated by a test user’s neighbours. The prediction making for each item bk was
calculated according to each recommendation method. A Top-N recommendation list
was generated by ranking all the items in descending order of the computed prediction
scores. To evaluate the recommendation qualities of the proposed approaches, we let
each recommendation approach recommend a list of N items to each test user. The Top-N
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MAP evaluation results of Dataset D1 are shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The MAP comparison of PopCs and user-based CF based on Dataset D1.
From the experimental results illustrated in Figure 5.3, the proposed PopCs approach
performed better than the baseline model user-based CF. PopCs achieved the best MAP
result with α = 0.2. The results indicated that after combining the proposed concept
hierarchy model (as represented by the similarity of a user to an item based on con-
cept hierarchies) with a user’s opinions about the items in terms of their popularity, the
accuracy of the item recommendations can be further improved upon. In contrast, the
baseline model user-based CF makes recommendations based on the ratings that users
have given to items. As discussed in subsection 5.2.1, the distribution of a user’s rating
data on Dataset D1 was sparse or less distributed. Therefore, this suggests that the results
of the baseline model user-based CF might be affected by this circumstance. However,
this improvement also suggests that the proposed PopCs can effectively improve the
recommendation accuracy even when the amount of explicit user rating data in the system
is small. Consequently, Hypothesis 1 is valid.
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5.3.1.3 Discussion and Analysis for PopCs
Figure 5.4: The performance comparison between item popularity and the use of the
concept hierarchy model.
The goal of the proposed PopCs approach is to enhance the ability to make per-
sonalised recommendations. In turn, this would contribute to resolving the cold-start
problem and improving the accuracy of recommendations. The new user problem, or
when the amount of explicit rating data in the system is small, makes the formation of
neighbourhoods in traditional collaborative filtering systems inaccurate, which thereby
results in poor recommendations. This thesis proposes the use of the concept hierarchy
model to formalise the problem. When rating data was lacking, or when faced with the
new user problem, the proposed concept hierarchy model benefited from the use of the
standard taxonomy vocabulary (i.e. product categories) combined with the tree structure
of taxonomy information in order to obtain user preferences in a two-dimensional hier-
archy. The concept hierarchy can provide a better structure to a new user in order to
approximate their needs. In the proposed PopCs approach, the concept hierarchy model
was represented by the user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk).
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In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed concept hierarchy model, the
proposed cs(ua, bk) based concept hierarchy model was compared with the item popular-
ity npop(bk). Figure 5.4 shows the performance of the two components-item popularity
npop(bk) and the user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk)-that are based on
the concept hierarchy model. To verify that the proposed taxonomy-based concept hi-
erarchy model can provide a solution to effectively improve the cold-start problem, we
defined the parameter α as the fine-tuning parameter to estimate the performance of the
item popularity npop(bk) and the user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk). We
conducted the experiment by setting α = 1 to verify the effectiveness of the npop(bk)
approach, while setting α = 0 to verify the effectiveness of the cs(ua, bk) approach. The
results showed that the proposed cs(ua, bk) approach based on the concept hierarchy
model outperformed the proposed npop(bk) approach on Dataset D1. This improvement
suggested that after considering only the proposed concept hierarchy model, the accuracy
of item recommendations based on item taxonomy can be further improved.
Obviously, when rating data is lacking, when it comes to the formation of the neigh-
bourhoods, the proposed user-item concept hierarchy similarities approach cs(ua, bk)
benefits from the proposed concept hierarchy model based on taxonomy. This concept
hierarchy model is especially effective in the case of cold-start situations where users have
very limited item rating data. Moreover, using item taxonomy information (i.e. category
taxonomy) is also useful for finding the similarities between users and items when there
is insufficient ratings data in the systems, when there is limited new user information or
a new item just is added to the systems. The recommender systems can still find similar
users or similar items that have similar taxonomic concepts to a target user and that new
item. Therefore, the quality of the neighbourhood forming can be improved and becomes
more accurate.
In contrast to other taxonomy weighting approaches, our proposed taxonomic topic
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(or concept) weighting approach considers the two-dimensional hierarchy into consider-
ation when capturing a user’s concept preferences. This improvement suggests that the
user with a preference should be allowed to be associated with concepts in both of the
two dimensions of hierarchy in order to reflect the actual user’s needs. Consequently,
a more accurate user profile can be gained and more accurate recommendations can be
made. Therefore, the experimental results suggest that the proposed concept hierarchy
model-based taxonomy can provide an effective solution to the cold-start problem, and
thereby validate Hypothesis 1.
5.3.2 Results of the CTLM Recommendation Approach
The objective of this experiment was to verify the following hypothesis:
• [Hypothesis 2]: The Concept Taxonomy with Language Model recommendation
approach can effectively improve recommendation accuracy.
To verify the above hypothesis, we will first introduce the parameterisation of the pro-
posed CTLM recommendation function. Then, the experimental results of the proposed
CTLM approach will be discussed. This proposed approach was evaluated on two datasets,
D1 and D2.
5.3.2.1 Parameterisation
p score(ua, bk) = α× npop(bk) + (1− α)[β × cs(ua, bk)
+ (1− β)×
∑
c∈Hua∩Hbk
P (ci)] (5.19)
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The significance of the proposed CTLM function is to enhance the personalised item
recommendations. It contributes to improving the accuracy of item recommendations
and alleviates the cold-start problem. The proposed CTLM function was designed under
the language model in order to estimate the probability of a user ua being interested in
an item according to a set of taxonomic concepts that were utilised by the user. The
proposed CTLM function in Equation 5.19 was designed by combining the two primary
components based on 1) other users’ ratings of items in order to decide the popularity of
the item, which was represented by item popularity npop(bk); and 2) the relationship
between a user’s concept hierarchy and other items’ concept hierarchies. The latter
component can be further divided into two sub-components: 2.1) the similarity of a user
to an item based on concept hierarchies cs(ua, bk); and 2.2) the probability of the concepts
used in the concept hierarchies P (ci).
According to Hypothesis 2, the objective of the evaluation in this experiment is to
determine whether the recommendation accuracy can be improved by incorporating the
aforementioned primary components with the language model into the recommendation
making process. This is predicated on the basic assumption that if the language model
of an item can generate the concepts that characterise the users item interests, the user
is likely to be interested in the corresponding item. To verify the proposed CTLM rec-
ommendation function in Equation 5.19, α and β were experimental coefficients used
to estimate the item popularity npop(bk) and the user-item concept hierarchy similarities
cs(ua, bk), along with the probability of the concept relevance P (ci) that can achieve the
best MAP and F1measure performances. We conducted the experiment by setting the
value of α and β from 0 to 1. The results indicated that the proposed CTLM approach
achieved the best performance in Dataset D1 with α = 0.3 and β = 1, and with α = 0.02 and
β = 0.03 inn Dataset D2. In addition, the parameters α and β were designed to evaluate
the performance of the CTLM component on the cold-start analysis. This will be further
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discussed in subsection 5.3.3.1.
5.3.2.2 Experimental Results of CTLM
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed CTLM approach and to understand how
it can improve the accuracy of the item recommendations and alleviate the cold-start
problem, the following three baselines approaches were chosen to be compared with the
proposed CTLM:
• ITB: Item Taxonomy Recommendations, provided by Weng et al. [111] and based
on Ziegler’s idea [123], were used. In order to make a fair comparison with the
proposed approaches, the ITB approach examined item recommendation making by
using item taxonomy information. This approach used a set of taxonomic categories
in item descriptors to create the task of item recommendations. It combined explicit
item ratings and category taxonomies into profile vectors to generate the users’
taxonomic preferences. The profile vectors were constructed by summarising all
the taxonomy descriptors from all the rated items and by considering the structure
of the taxonomy. This is further discussed in subsection 5.2.2.
• IP: The sole item popularity is an approach that does not use taxonomy. For
the purposes of comparison, we assumed that if the proposed recommendation
approaches could achieve better item recommendations and greater accuracy of pre-
diction than item popularity, this could demonstrate that the proposed recommenda-
tion approaches are able to make an additional contribution in order to improve the
performance of the recommender systems. The rankings of the item popularity were
based on the number of relevant ratings, which was obtained from the training set.
Other studies have also used item popularity in order to compare the performance
of Top-N item recommendations [2, 101].
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• MF: The matrix factorization technique is a class of widely successful latent factor
models which are current state-of-the-art techniques [57, 76]. We compared the
proposed approaches against the basic matrix factorization model. To undergo a
comparison without using taxonomy, we used MF to compare the performance
of our proposed approaches to achieve better item recommendations and a better
solution to the cold-start problem. This was discussed in subsection 5.2.2.
The results were observed from 50 runs on two datasets: D1 and D2. Figures 5.5 and 5.6
illustrate the Top-N (N = 5..., 25) MAP and F1measure evaluation results of Datasets D1
and D2 for the proposed model CTLM and three other baseline models: ITB, IP and MF.
Figure 5.5: The MAP comparison of Datasets D1 and D2
Figure 5.6: The F1measure comparison of Datasets D1 and D2
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5.3.2.3 Discussion and Analysis of CTLM
As shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the proposed CTLM approach significantly outper-
formed the other three models on both datasets. CTLM achieved the best MAP per-
formance and F1measure results for Dataset D1 with α = 0.3 and β = 1, and with
α = 0.02 and β = 0.03 for Dataset D2. In contrast, the MF approach had the worst
MAP and F1measure results for both Datasets D1 and D2, and it failed to improve the
recommendation accuracy. Moreover, it was interesting to note that when comparing
the performance of CTLM with the baseline model ITB, CTLM performed better than
the ITB. The difference between CTLM and ITB are that the method to compute the
taxonomic concept preferences as well as the method to generate recommendations are
different. This can be seen in how the ITB technique proposed by Weng et al. [111]
makes item recommendation based on the taxonomic topic weighting approach proposed
by Ziegler et al.[121]. The ITB’s topic weighting approach integrates the users’ rating
data with the number of siblings a topic has in the item taxonomy tree and the length
of an item’s taxonomic descriptor in order to generate the users’ taxonomic topic (or
concept) preferences. This approach takes only the vertical direction of hierarchy into
consideration when generating a user’s topic preferences. The performance of the baseline
model ITB might be affected by this circumstance.
In contrast, the proposed CTLM approach generates item recommendations based
on the underlying language model and the relevance of an item to a user according to the
popular items recommended by other users, the similarity of a user to an item based on
concept hierarchies cs(ua, bk), and frequently used concepts in item descriptors ( or item
concept hierarchy) of a user, which was represented by the proposed concept probability
method P (ci). In information retrieval (IR), LM provides an effectiveness approach for
document ranking and retrieval. LM combines both semantic and statistical inference to
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estimate of probability of relevance of documents to a given query and ranked document
based on the probability of the language model generating the query text [25, 26].
The adaptation of a language model to estimate the probability of the users being
interested in the items is shown in Equation 5.19 and the results are shown in Figures
5.5 and 5.6. The proposed CTLM approach provided a significant improvement in the
overall recommendation accuracy after considering the language model approach into the
item recommendation making process. The better performance of the proposed CTLM
approach suggests that LM is successful applied in item recommendations. The language
model approach to an item can generate the concepts that characterise the users’ item
interests. In addition, the proposed CTLM approach can benefit from using concept
taxonomy which is represented by the proposed cs(ua, bk) and P (ci) methods when
capturing a user’s concept preferences. Different from the topic weighting approach
proposed by Ziegler et al. [121] and Weng et al. [111], we take the two-dimensional
of hierarchy into consideration when computing the weight of a taxonomic concept for
a user and an item. It is represented by the proposed cs(ua, bk). The proposed P (ci)
method uses the frequency of a concept’s occurrence in an item’s descriptors to estimate
the probability of the user’s concepts of interest. It can result in a more comprehensive
user profile and lead to accurate recommendations.
The performance of the proposed CTLM approach benefits greatly from incorporat-
ing the popular items recommended by other users and the probability of a user being in-
terested in concepts of the items. The results strongly support that the argument proposed
CTLM approach can effectively improve the accuracy of the item recommendations,
thereby validating Hypothesis 2.
The following subsections will discuss the percentage change,t-test comparison and
the concept taxonomy for the cold-start problem.
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5.3.2.4 The Percentage Changes for CTLM
Book Dataset D1 (MAP)
Top-N CTLM ITB IP MF %chg1 %chg2
5 0.10724 0.07172 0.06004 0.01948 192.88 49.53
10 0.06316 0.04390 0.04424 0.01576 129.13 43.87
15 0.04608 0.03385 0.03584 0.01337 103.08 36.12
20 0.03668 0.02813 0.03030 0.01167 88.59 30.39
25 0.03066 0.02446 0.02643 0.01045 78.30 25.38
Music Dataset D2 (MAP)
Top-N CTLM ITB IP MF %chg1 %chg2
5 0.09068 0.08128 0.05344 0.01356 216.66 11.56
10 0.05390 0.04718 0.03866 0.01318 120.87 14.24
15 0.03957 0.03380 0.03100 0.01289 83.89 17.08
20 0.03187 0.02687 0.02692 0.01285 61.67 18.61
25 0.02672 0.02280 0.02341 0.01259 47.85 17.19
Table 5.1: MAP percentage changes in Datasets D1 and D2
The use of percentage changes is also very popular when comparing model perfor-
mances. The following formula is used to compute the percentage change of a model
against a baseline model.
%chg =
Resultmodel −Resultbaseline
Resultbaseline
× 100% (5.20)
Table 5.1 illustrates the MAP and Table 5.2 illustrates the values of the F1measure
for all the models and the percentage changes in both datasets. %chg1 is denoted as
the average percentage changes in the proposed model against the other three baseline
models. From the tables, it can be seen that the baseline model ITB outperformed the
other two models. We also compared it with CTLM, where %chg2 is denoted as the
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Book Dataset D1 (F1measure)
Top-N CTLM ITB IP MF %chg1 %chg2
5 0.11978 0.09292 0.09519 0.03134 112.33 25.84
10 0.08343 0.06294 0.07186 0.02766 83.43 16.10
15 0.06531 0.05067 0.05902 0.02436 69.23 10.65
20 0.05442 0.04336 0.05034 0.02162 61.77 8.10
25 0.04690 0.03848 0.04432 0.01959 55.72 5.82
Music Dataset D2 (F1measure)
Top-N CTLM ITB IP MF %chg1 %chg2
5 0.13118 0.11237 0.07224 0.02105 207.19 81.60
10 0.08750 0.07403 0.06083 0.02261 116.35 43.84
15 0.06725 0.05625 0.05181 0.02283 81.31 29.80
20 0.05546 0.04644 0.04635 0.02326 59.18 19.67
25 0.04721 0.04005 0.04112 0.02309 45.73 14.83
Table 5.2: F1measure percentage changes in Datasets D1 and D2
average percentage changes in the proposed CTLM model against the best baseline model
ITB. For example, the average %chg1 of the Top − 5 of the book dataset D1 can be
calculated as follows:
%chg1 = (
0.10724− 0.07172
0.07172
+
0.10724− 0.06004
0.06004
+
0.10724− 0.01948
0.01948
)/3×100 = 192.88%
%chg2 = (
0.10724− 0.07172
0.07172
)/1× 100 = 49.53%
The information contained in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicates that the proposed approach
of the CTLM was very impressive with regard to its effectiveness and demonstrates that it
can significantly improve the performance of recommender systems in terms of their item
recommendations.
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5.3.2.5 T-test Comparison for CTLM
We also used a statistical method, the paired two-tailed t-test, to analyse and compare
the experimental results. If the associated p-value is low (< 0.05), that means that the
difference between the proposed model and the current examining model (a baseline
model) is significant. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the t-test results which illustrate that
the performance of the proposed model CTLM is significantly better when compared
with the other models, item taxonomy baseline (ITB), item popularity (IP), and matrix
factorization (MF), for Top− 5 and Top− 25 MAP.
Baseline Models
Top-N IP ITB MF
5 5.36021E-33 2.94912E-30 7.29678E-43
10 2.61486E-28 4.53523E-31 7.17458E-39
15 5.70535E-26 1.03157E-28 3.46491E-39
20 5.37003E-24 6.73914E-25 9.64221E-38
25 3.17916E-1 1.39E-21 1.12413E-35
Table 5.3: T-test results of CTLM against the other three baseline approaches for Dataset
D1
Baseline Models
Top-N IP ITB MF
5 9.3535E-25 1.6129E-06 1.6684E-37
10 5.37643E-23 9.203E-12 5.6118E-35
15 1.3344E-20 2.369E-14 1.6525E-30
20 5.2052E-21 1.1924E-17 5.4716E-29
25 2.2002E-17 1.0124E-17 1.6796E-25
Table 5.4: T-test results of CTLM against the other three baseline approaches for Dataset
D2
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Additionally, we further analysed the performance of CTLM components that can
contribute to improving the cold-start issue. More in-depth discussion is provided in the
following subsection.
5.3.2.6 Concept Taxonomy for Cold-start Problem
One of the aims of this research was to verify the following hypothesis:
• [Hypothesis 3]: Use of the concept taxonomy can effectively alleviate the cold-
start problem.
To verify the above hypothesis, we further investigated the performance of the pro-
posed CTLM model in order to understand how it can alleviate the cold-start problem by
enhancing the performance of the item recommendation. The performance of the three
components of the proposed CTLM approach: item popularity npop(bk), the similarity
of a user to an item based on concept hierarchies cs(ua, bk) and the concept probability
P (ci) will be analysed and discussed in detail.
- Parameterisation Analysis for the Cold-start Problem
In Equation 5.19, we used the three components to work out accurate predictions for
relevant items: item popularity npop(bk), the user-item concept hierarchy similarities
cs(ua, bk), and the concept probability P (ci). P (ci) and cs(ua, bk) are proposed by using
the concept taxonomy, while the npop(bk) approach represents other users’ opinions on
popular items.
To understand how this model could alleviate the cold-start problem, we remove the
item popularity npop(bk) component from Equation 5.19. We defined the parameters α
and β as the fine-tuning parameters to estimate each component of the proposed CTLM
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approach, where 0≥ α, β ≤ 1. Parameter α was given to estimate the importance of using
item popularity npop(bk), while parameter β estimates the importance of using cs(ua, bk)
and P (ci) components.
We assumed that if P (ci) and cs(ua, bk) could contribute more than npop(bk), we
could then determine the effectiveness of the proposed method by using concept taxo-
nomic hierarchies and the probability of concepts would help to ameliorate the cold-start
problem. In this experiment, we studied the benefits of using concept taxonomy, which
was represented by the user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk), and the concept
probability in all relevant item hierarchies P (ci). Our main focus was to examine the
effectiveness of using concept taxonomy rather than item ratings.
We compared the results generated using the item popularity npop(bk), with α = 1
and β = 0 in Equation 5.19. Then, we compared them using only P (ci) by defining α = 0
and β = 0; and cs(ua, bk) with α = 0 and β = 1. Lastly, we evaluated npop(bk) over the
combination of the other two components: cs(ua, bk) and P (ci), with α = 0 and β = 0.1.
The MAP results for the three components for Datasets D1 and D2 are shown in Table
5.5.
5.3.2.7 Discussion and Analysis of a Concept Taxonomy for the Cold-start Problem
As shown in Table 5.5, the results suggest that the proposed concept probability P (ci) and
user-item concept hierarchy similarities cs(ua, bk) methods based on concept taxonomy
achieved higher performance than the proposed item popularity approach npop(bk). The
two proposed P (ci) and cs(ua, bk) methods benefited fro using the standard taxonomy
vocabularies, such as taxonomic category, in the item descriptors and the relevance of an
item to a user according to concepts taxonomy that user interact with and the item has to
alleviate the cold-start problem.
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The CTLM Components Comparison on Dataset D1 (MAP)
Top-N npop(bk) P (ci) cs(ua, bk) cs(ua, bk)&P (c) CTLM
5 0.06004 0.08296 0.10052 0.09144 0.10724
10 0.04424 0.04980 0.05944 0.05434 0.06316
15 0.03584 0.03755 0.04384 0.04075 0.04608
20 0.03030 0.03078 0.03491 0.03310 0.03668
25 0.02643 0.02650 0.02938 0.02829 0.03066
The CTLM Components Comparison on Dataset D2 (MAP)
Top-N npop(bk) P (ci) cs(ua, bk) cs(ua, bk)&P (c) CTLM
5 0.05344 0.09068 0.06128 0.08002 0.09068
10 0.03866 0.05384 0.04170 0.04910 0.05390
15 0.03100 0.03928 0.03264 0.03676 0.03957
20 0.02692 0.03126 0.02749 0.02994 0.03187
25 0.02341 0.02608 0.02379 0.02544 0.02672
Table 5.5: The performance of CTLM components on Datasets D1 and D2
The proposed P (ci) method benefits from using the frequently used concepts of the
user ua to estimate the probability of the user’s interest. While, the proposed cs(ua, bk)
benefits from the proposed concept hierarchy model-based taxonomy. The proposed
cs(ua, bk) method takes the two-dimensional hierarchy when calculating the weight of a
taxonomic concept for a user and an item. It allows users to transmit their preferences in
a concept hierarchy rather than using ratings alone. It provided a better structure for new
users to approximate their needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy. In the case of lacking
rating data or new users first enter the systems, the two proposed P (ci) and cs(ua, bk)
methods are useful for finding users’ preferences by using a set of taxonomic concepts
that users interact with and the items are associated with. They also provide another
way to determine the level of interest of the user in the item. As the results, a more
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comprehensive user preference profile and a more accurate user profile can be generated,
thereby providing more accurate recommendations.
Evidently, concept taxonomy provides valuable information on the relationship be-
tween users, items, set of standard vocabularies, and the hierarchical structure of tax-
onomy in order to obtain the user preferences when there is a small amount of rating
data available in the systems. It also implies user interests or preferences in an item.
Based on the experimental results, the use of concept taxonomy in the proposed P (ci)
and cs(ua, bk) methods provided significant improvement in recommendation making in
both normal and cold-start environments. It is clear that the proposed concept taxonomy
is helpful for new users to obtain preferred items, therefore validating Hypothesis 3.
5.3.2.8 Efficiency of the CTLM Recommender Algorithm
The efficiency of an algorithm is measured based on the time it takes for the algorithm to
run as a function of the input size by using the Big-O notation concept. Big-O notation
is the language used to articulate how long an algorithm takes to run. There are many
factors affecting this time, such as the speed of the computer’s processor, memory, and so
on. Consequently, it is difficult to estimate the exact runtime of an algorithm. Therefore,
this thesis use Big-O notation to express how quickly the algorithm’s runtime grows. The
input of this algorithm is m, which is denoted as the number of active users |U | in the
test set and n is the number of the items |B| that is used in the training set. Based on
the proposed CTLM recommender algorithm in subsection 4.4.2.3, the efficiency of the
algorithm can be described as follows:
• step 1: O(n ∗m)
• step 2: O(n)
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• step 3: O(n)
• step 4: O(1)
• step 5: O(1)
• step 6: using Algorithm 1 as shown in Chapter 3, section 3.5.3. For each item profile
vector
−→
bk , there are three in average descriptors D to get the concept hierarchy H ,
where p is the size of a descriptor. The total time complexity is O(p) + O(p2) +
O(p) +O(p2) =O(p2). Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 isO(3 ∗n ∗
p2) = O(np2)
• step 7: O(n log n)
• step 8: O(np2)
• step 9: O(m ∗ n)
• step 10: O(n)
• step 11: O(n log n)
The total time complexity is O(n ∗ m) + O(n) + O(1) + O(np2) + O(n log n)
= O(n ∗ m) + O(np2) + O(n log n). Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed
CTLM recommender algorithm is O(n ∗ (m + p2 + log n)). Based on the experimental
results in subsection 5.3.2.2, we select the best baseline model ITB to compare with the
proposed CTLM recommender algorithm. The proposed taxonomy-based ITB approach
developed by Weng et al. and based on Ziegler’s topic weight method was adapted in
order to generate the baseline model ITB. We generated the ITB’s algorithm according to
the formulae and details provided in subsection 5.2.2. For more information on Ziegler’s
taxonomy vector construction algorithm, please refer to [111, 121]. The time complexity
of the baseline model ITB recommender algorithm isO(mp2) +O(n ∗ (n+ p2 + log n)).
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- The Runtime Comparison
Figure 5.7: The runtime comparison of CTLM and ITB
In addition, we conduct the efficiency comparison experiments. The proposed CTLM
approach and the baseline model ITB were compared by their runtime on Dataset D1.
They were run on a laptop with a 4 GB memory, Core i7 CPU. The runtime comparison
of the proposed CTLM approach and the baseline model ITB are shown in Figure 5.7
according to the average seconds spent per recommendation. The results suggest that the
efficiency of the baseline model ITB was slightly worse than the proposed CTLM. While
the proposed CTLM approach took around 20.19 seconds, the ITB took around 26.72
seconds to process the same data. This is because the ITB is computation expensive; it
needs to transform all the users and items into high dimension taxonomy vectors in order
to compute the similarities between a user and user and between an item and user. ITB
makes the prediction or recommendation by relying on these two similarities, therefore its
efficiency might be affected by this circumstance. The results suggest that the proposed
CTLM approach can be used for large-scale recommender systems.
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5.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter evaluated the effectiveness of using concept taxonomy hierarchies as a part
of the recommendation approach. The proposed approaches were evaluated by using two
real-world datasets on books and music that were collected from the Book-Crossing com-
munity and Amazon’s website. This thesis proposed three recommendation approaches
to improve the performance of recommendation making and alleviate the cold-start prob-
lem. The experimental results were compared to state-of-the-art baseline approaches and
other approaches involved in the experiments. The experimental results showed that the
proposed PopCs and CTLM approach-based taxonomies can significantly improve the
accuracy of the item recommendations. The proposed method for using the probability of
concept and the user-item concept hierarchies’ similarities, along with the use of concept
taxonomy, has yielded a significant improvement in the recommendation making in both
normal and cold-start environments.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of this thesis is to enhance approaches for making personalised recom-
mendations. This thesis also provides an alternative way to alleviate the recommendation
problems with cold-starts and the issue of users having uncertain information needs. This
research explores and exploits the relationship between users and items, according to
a set of taxonomic categories or concepts utilised by users and relating to items. The
main idea is to understand how items are likely to generate what users want, according to
their relationship in concept taxonomy. This thesis proposes the user profiling and item
representation approaches based on the concept hierarchy model.
This thesis has proposed a new structure to use taxonomy information to describe
uncertain knowledge regarding user information needs in a two-dimensional hierarchy.
The concept hierarchy model has been proposed in order to acquire new users’ preferences
when there is limited information about these users. The purpose was to solve the cold-
start problem and users being confronted with uncertainties regarding their information
needs. The new concept-weighting method, using rating data instead of considering
the hierarchical relationship between each concept taxonomy and the frequency of each
taxonomic concept in item taxonomic descriptors, was proposed to measure the weight
of taxonomic concepts. Instead of representing user preferences by using rating data, the
user preferences and the item descriptions can be represented via a user-concept hierarchy
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and an item-concept hierarchy, respectively. This model was utilised to generate the active
user profile and item representation based on concept hierarchy.
Furthermore, we have developed effective recommendation-making approaches to
improve the quality of item recommendations. The combination of both the user profiles
and the item representation, based on the concept hierarchy, were applied to recommendation-
making approaches. In this thesis, we use the following factors for making recommenda-
tions:
• Item popularity: the users’ opinion about items by means of ratings. The ratings a
user assigns to the item correspond to the user’s overall preferences in regard to the
items.
• The user-item concept hierarchy similarities: the similarities between user and
item based on concept hierarchies.
• The concept probability: the probability of the concept in regard to an item that is
relevant to the user’s concept preferences.
The linear item popularity combined with the user-item concept hierarchy similar-
ities made up the PopCs recommendation approach. In addition, the adaptation of the
language model incorporating the item popularity, the user and item concept hierarchy
similarities and the probability of the concept were utilised to generate the CTLM recom-
mendation approach.
The experimental results were evaluated on the two real world data sets collected
from the BookCrossing community and Amazon website. This thesis proposes two rec-
ommended approaches to improve the performance of the recommendation making as
well as to reduce the new user problem. The experimental results were compared with the
state-of-the-art baseline approaches and other experimental approaches.
It was found that the proposed PopCs and CTLM recommendation approaches can
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effectively improve recommendation accuracy and quality. In addition, the proposed user-
item concept hierarchy similarities and the probability of concept approaches based on
the use of concept taxonomy outperformed the approach based on item popularity, and
they can provide significant improvement in recommendation making in both normal and
cold-start environments.
6.2 CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis makes a significant contribution toward enhancing personalised recommenda-
tions. It provides the most effective approaches to obtain user preferences and recommen-
dation approaches based on taxonomy information. It also contributes to more accurate
user profiling through the alternative solution to the cold-start problem and when users
being confronted with uncertain information needs.
• This thesis contributes to user profiling and solving recommendation problems
A user’s personal data reflects their personal interests or preferences. One of the challeng-
ing tasks in building a personalised recommendation is acquiring the user’s preferences
(or needs) when there is insufficient information about the user’s preferences. Another
issue is users who are uncertain about what they want/need or do not know how to
describe exactly what they want. These issues can negatively affect the recommender
system performance and make it difficult to profile users accurately and make quality
recommendations.
To overcome these problems, this thesis proposes the concept hierarchy model to
obtain information about user’s interest in certain items, according to taxonomy informa-
tion that is utilised by the user and relates to the item. Item taxonomy information is a
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set of categories or topics that can be used to classify and describe items in a hierarchical
structure. The structural information of the concept taxonomy in its hierarchical structure
can provide the best explanation of a variety of concepts about an item, from general
to specific concepts. The advantage of the taxonomy tree structure is that it provides a
new structure via which to obtain the user preferences in a two-dimensional hierarchy.
The method can be used to generate information about new users faster than a rating
method would allow. This is a new contribution to the usage of taxonomy to model users’
preferences.
The model does not require the users’ rating data to measure the weights of taxo-
nomic concepts. The concept weight can be computed by using only the taxonomy tree
structure and the concept frequency in the item taxonomy descriptors. This will reduce
the impact of the cold-start problem. The method is applicable in cold-start situations
where there are few ratings available in the system. Instead of representing the users by
using ratings, the users preferences can be characterised using the concept hierarchy. It
contributes to a more accurate and comprehensive user profiling database and provides an
alternative way to reduce the impact of the cold-start problem.
In this thesis, a novel way of exploiting explicit feedback to obtain user information
needs from users integrating with item taxonomy information is proposed, rather than
using only item ratings. Users can easily use the different concepts based on the taxonomy
to describe what they want. It also contributes to providing a solution to the problem
when users are confronted with uncertain information needs and creates more accurate
user profiling. Moreover, the proposed model can be applied to use implicit feedback
information such as the content of the items or taxonomic concepts of the item that the
users clicked, bought, tagged or rated. The proposed concept hierarchy model based
on taxonomy can be used as a quality information source to profile users and enhance
personalised recommendations. It can also be applied to other application areas such as
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user modelling and personalisation searching.
• This thesis contributes to effectively using taxonomy information as a user
information source in recommender systems.
Besides using the rating data to determine the users’ preferences in regards to the item,
taxonomy information provides another way to determine the level of interest of the user
in the item. Item taxonomy information is a set of categories or topics that can be used to
classify and describe items in a hierarchical structure. These features are intrinsic to the
item and as such, they do not depend on historical preferences. In addition to profiling
the users’ preferences using taxonomy information, this thesis also propose approaches
to describe and represent items based on taxonomy information.
Since taxonomic descriptors that characterise the users’ item preferences or interests
can be generated from an item, and users are likely to be interested in a corresponding
set of taxonomic concepts associated with the item, this thesis exploits the taxonomy
information of a few items to investigate the relationship between user and item accord-
ing to the set of taxonomic categories utilised by the user and relating to the item. It
contributes to better utilisation of taxonomy information into useful knowledge in order
to represent the user and item in a meaningful way as part of the concept hierarchy. It also
provides a better understanding that, alongside ratings, reflects users’ opinions of items,
and features of items that can also reflect users’ opinions of an item. Therefore, user
preferences and item descriptions can be characterised by using the taxonomic concept,
instead of representing users’ preferences by using the item ratings. The proposed user
profiles and item descriptions based on taxonomy information can be applied to form the
neighbourhood for the target user or new user.
The recommendation approaches incorporate the opinion of users about the item
by ratings and the relationship between user and item according to the use of taxonomy
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information to generate the item recommendations. This thesis contributes to better usage
of taxonomy information to improve the accuracy of user profiling and item recom-
mendations when there is limited information available about user. It makes significant
improvements to the performance of recommender systems.
• This thesis contributes to enhance the approaches for making item recommen-
dations.
In real world applications, recommender systems suffer from having insufficient personal
data to generate quality personalised recommendations. Many studies have developed
new techniques to make better recommendations with the information resources available.
This thesis utilises, and explores how to enhance item recommendation-making based
on item taxonomy information. In some studies, taxonomy information was integrated
with the ratings data to increase the quality of item recommendation. The proposed
recommendation approaches in this thesis can effectively improve the accuracy of item
recommendation.
Recently, Information Retrieval (IR) techniques have been exploited in several stud-
ies in the field of recommender systems. In this thesis, the language model is applied
to understand how items can be used to generate a concept of what a user wants. It
contributes effectively to integrating the language model and the relationship between
user and item according to taxonomy information to improve the accuracy of item recom-
mendations. The users’ opinions of items in terms of item popularity incorporate the rela-
tionship between a user’s concept hierarchy and other items’ concept hierarchies based on
concept taxonomy; they are utilised as the foundation for designing the recommendation
approaches.
This thesis contributes to better usage of item taxonomy information. It contributes
to the new item recommendation functions. It can provide significant improvement in
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the quality of recommendations in both normal and cold-start environments. Therefore,
taxonomy information can be used as a quality information source to assist in item recom-
mendation. It can be applied to recommender system applications where item taxonomy
is available. Moreover, the approaches proposed in this thesis can be used to further
improve the accuracy of recommendations in situations where the system has few ratings
available from which to base new recommendations. It can be applied to recommender
system applications to improve personalised item recommendations.
6.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The following sections will discuss about limitations of this research and the possible
future expansion of the study.
6.3.1 Limitations
This limitations of this study include those discussed below:
1.) The recommendation approaches proposed in this thesis require additional infor-
mation to that which may readily be available; that is, item taxonomy information (e.g.,
categories of product). Therefore, the proposed approaches are restricted to systems or
the situations where the required item taxonomy information is available. However, we
believe that on a conceptual level, this limitation of the study is not critical. The issue is
important in the case of real-world implementation with real datasets. This is a possible
future expansion of the study.
2.) The thesis proposes approaches to improve the recommendation performance
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in both normal and cold-start environments, but did not analyse or take into account the
sparsity situation. This is an area which could be investigated in future work.
6.3.2 Future work
During the research, there were many potentially interesting ideas and topics raised that
are relevant to this research. This section briefly discusses possible directions for future
study.
This research could extend in many directions. The main idea of this thesis is to
make use of the relationship between users and items according to the taxonomy infor-
mation that is utilised by users. It provides potential improvement in recommendation
making. This relationship should be explored further in order to improve recommendation
performances and user profiling. Therefore, plans have been made to extend the work of
this thesis to further study this relationship together with Information Retrieval adaptation
techniques to produce other algorithms for enhancing the item recommendations.
In addition, the basic idea of Knowledge Infusion (KI) could be used to further
improve the performance of recommender systems. Instead of solely using taxonomy
information to determine the users’ preferences, the research could extend to integrate
with Web 2.0 or 3.0 information such as folksonomy, blogs, and Semantic Web to generate
new knowledge. It could be used to further improve user profiling accuracy and make
quality recommendations.
There are also future plans to explore a new recommendation-making approach to
further improve the performance of recommendations. The solutions to the cold-start will
be further investigated. However, using taxonomy information with user implicit feedback
to improve the solution to the cold-start problem and the quality of recommendations will
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require further research.
Most recommender systems focused on improving the effectiveness of the system.
However, since the information overload and the number of features in recommender
systems is large, it is essential that the algorithms be efficient. Therefore, the high
performance of the new algorithms and the solutions to the scalability problem will
require further research.
Appendix A
EXAMPLE CATEGORIES TAXONOMY
DATA SOURCE
• Categories Taxonomy Information of the book
Figure A.1: The example data format of categories taxonomy information
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Appendix B
THE GENERAL STRUCTURE AND
COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
Figure B.1 presents the structure and components used for modelling the user profiles for
the recommender systems in this study. The recommender systems are made up of three
main components: 1) training flow; 2) testing flow; and 3) recommendation flow. The
training flow starts with the item data and user purchase data. The item taxonomy infor-
mation for both items and user purchase data were retrieved and transformed to profile the
users and items in the concept hierarchy model. The testing flow starts with the test users’
data, and the active users’ concepts of interest were transformed to generate the active user
concept hierarchy. This was then used to identify the similarity between user and item and
between two users based on the two concept profile vectors. The user-to-item concept
hierarchy similarities and the user-to-user concept hierarchy similarities were exploited
to generate the three recommendation approaches. To enhance recommendation making,
item popularity and probability of the concept are incorporated in recommendation ap-
proaches. The recommendation flow starts with the three recommendation approaches,
and each recommendation approach proposed specific items to the target users according
to the prediction score.
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Figure B.1: The structure and components of modelling user profiles for recommender
systems of this thesis
Appendix C
EXAMPLE OF BOOK DATABASE
STRUCTURE
Figure C.1: The example of book database structure
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